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INSTITUTE OF INFORMATICSThe Institute of Informatis was founded in 1990.It onsists of three departments and a researh group:� Department of Foundations of Computer Si-ene� Department of Computer Siene� Department of Applied Informatis� Researh Group on Arti�ial IntelligeneThe Institute has a library whih holds about 3000Hungarian and English volumes and takes about 170sienti� journals. A sienti� journal, Ata Cyber-netia is published in English by the institute. Thejournal is available in about 150 university depart-ments worldwide.The main ativity of the institute is eduation ofmodern informatis and omputer siene knowledge.The departments provide the introdutory ourses ininformatis, programming, data proessing and net-works. These ourses are available for all the studentsof the university. On the other hand, the instituteo�ers B.S. and M.S. degrees in the following subjets:� Computer Siene (B.S.){ It takes 3 years.{ The aim of this eduation is to teah theinformatis experts who are in possessionof up-to-date and high level informatisknowledge and the related foundations ofmathematis.� Computer Siene (M.S.){ It takes 5 years.{ The aim of this eduation is to teah theinformatis experts who are in possessionof up-to-date and high level omputer si-ene knowledge whih are based on deepfoundations of mathematis and omputersiene.� Computer Siene/Eonomis (M.S.){ It takes 5 years.{ The aim of this eduation is to teah theinformatis experts who are possession ofup-to-date and high level informatis andeonomis knowledge whih are based ondeep foundations of mathematis.� Eduation in Informatis{ It takes 5 years.{ The aim of this eduation is to teah theteahers for informatis who are in posses-sion of up-to-date informatis and edua-tion knowledge and foundations of math-ematis.The urriula of the Departments of Informatisonsist mainly of mandatory ourses. The urriulahave already been adjusted to the standards of lead-ing universities, embraing most of the topis dealingwith by a modern informatis and omputer siene

program, e.g. programming languages, ompilers, op-erating systems, databases, networks, arhitetures,omputer graphis, et. There is a wide range of op-tional speial ourses available on the most up-to-datetopis in omputer siene and informatis, e.g. paral-lel and distributed omputing, expert systems, imageproessing, advaned operating systems, et. Thereare also a number of basi mandatory ourses, whihplae the emphasis on the theoretial aspets of om-puter siene.In addition to these programs, a dotoral programin Computer Siene is o�ered sine 1993. Sine 2001the Computer Siene and the Mathematis DotoralShools formed a uni�ed Dotoral Shool. The aimof our program is to support postgraduate omputersiene studies at the university, leading to the degreeof Ph.D. in omputer siene, with emphasis on the-oretial aspets. The possible researh topis inludemostly the parts of omputer siene and related ar-eas, whih are being investigated at the Departmentsof Informatis.These programs and researh tasks are supportedby the sienti� and eduational ooperations (e.g.CEEPUS, SOCRATES / ERASMUS) with the fol-lowing higher eduation institutes:Boston University, USA,Dresden University of Tehnology, Germany,Friedrih-Alexander-Universit�at Erlangen-N�urnberg,Germany,Kyoto Sangyo University, Japan,Stevens Institute of Tehnology Hoboken, USA,Tehnishe Universit�at Graz, Austria,Tehnishe Universit�at Ilmenau, Germany,Universidad de Almer��a, Spain,Universit�at Bern, Switzerland,Universit�at Hamburg, Germany,Universit�at Karlsruhe, Germany,Universit�at Stuttgart, Germany,University of Nis, Yugoslavia,University of Novi Sad, Yugoslavia,University of Rome, Italy, andUniversity of Turku, Finland.Among others, the following researh areas are rep-resented at the Departments of Informatis:� Compositions of Automata� Tree transduers and tree automata� Global optimization� Operations researh� Piture proessing� Arti�ial intelligene� Term rewriting systemThese researh �elds and the most important reentresults of these topis are desribed shortly in the fol-lowing. Further information is available at the webpage of the institute: http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu.
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CURRENT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT IN SOFTWAREENGINEERING�Arp�ad Besz�edes, Rudolf Feren, Tibor Gyim�othy, and J�anos CsirikI. TOPICS AND PEOPLEThe Software Engineering ativity of the group in-volves several researh areas as well as related indus-trial projets that have produed signi�ant results.Most of the work is related to the Reverse Engineer-ing of large software systems, partiularly C++ pro-grams. The reverse engineering ativity deals morewith the front-end parts of the proess, suh as theparser front-end and the higher-level understandingof objet oriented systems (reognition of Design Pat-terns, like that below). Apart from these signi�antresearh is also being made in the �eld of ProgramSliing, whih is desribed below.Finally, a new piee of researh deals with the ex-ploitation of relationships between XML doumentsand attribute grammars. This makes it possible to de-�ne XML attributes via semanti rules, making thisnovel approah suitable for ompressing and under-standing XML douments [9℄.The software engineering ativity involves severalpeople having a variety of interests, inluding re-searhers and highly skilled programmers. This hasresulted in the industry quality implementations ofseveral researh topis. In addition, several PhD andMS students are also involved in a number of topis.II. REVERSE ENGINEERINGMost of the reverse engineering (RE) ativity revolvesaround a reverse engineering tool developed under anindustrial projet with the Nokia Researh Center inFinland. During this three-year projet, a general REframework was developed. In this work several re-searh topis were studied that were related to reverseengineering: top-down parser implementation, graphdrawing, abstrating higher-level models of programs,reognition of design patterns, et.II.1. C++ REVERSE ENGINEERINGThe developed RE framework is able to analyze largeC/C++ projets and to extrat their UML lassmodel, as well as onventional all graphs. The mainmotivation for developing the system has been to re-ate a general framework for ombining a number ofRE tasks and to provide a ommon interfae for them.Hene it is a framework tool whih supports projethandling, data extration, data representation, datastorage, �ltering, and visualization. All these basitasks of the RE proess for the spei� needs havebeen aomplished by using the appropriate modules(plug-ins) of the system. Some of these plug-ins arepresent as basi parts of the tool, but the system anbe extended to serve other reverse engineering require-ments as well [5℄.The parser of the tool is a ommand-line appliationthat allows its integration into the user's make�les andother on�guration �les. One of the greatest assets ofthe parser is probably the handling of templates andtheir instantiation at soure level.

The C++ language proessed by the analyzer meetsthe ISO/IEC standard from 1998. Furthermore, itsgrammar has been extended with the extensions usedin Mirosoft Visual C++ and Borland C++ Builder.The parser itself is a top-down parser generated by aparser generator tool and is based on LL(2) strategyaugmented with ambiguity resolution mehanisms.The parser builds an internal representation of theprogram, whih is then �ltered and exported to var-ious output formats suh as a relational database,HTML report and an exhange shema as desribedbelow.II.2. C++ SCHEMAOne of the most important results of the reverse en-gineering projet is that a shema has been elabo-rated to represent C++ programs. This shema isbasially a model that desribes how a C++ soft-ware system should be modeled using a reverse en-gineering tool. It also provides a ommon represen-tation for the implementation, storage and exhangeof a reverse-engineered software system. The C++shema is given using UML lass digrams, whih hasseveral advantages. Firstly it uses a standard nota-tion, seondly it is very lose to implementation level,and thirdly it an be used as a basis for a programminginterfae for a tool that employs this shema. Exter-nally the model of a software system using this shemaan be stored in various physial formats, inludingXML-based graph representation. The shema hasbeen suessfully implemented and is used by othertools as well. In two reent papers [6, 3℄ we presentour shema and provide guidelines for future work.II.3. RECOGNIZING DESIGNPATTERNSThe model of a C++ program that an be extratedvia the reverse engineering tool an be used to re-ognize higher level relationships from the software (toaddress the reovery of design deisions). This goal isthe aim of work, whih tries to reognize standard De-sign Patterns whih exist in the software, but whihare not so expliitly expressed. The reognition isdone by a separate tool that uses the output of thefront-end.The method onsists of two separate phases; anal-ysis and the reverse engineering of the C++ ode,and arhitetural pattern mathing over the reverse-engineered intermediate ode representation. Thepattern reognition e�et is suessfully realized byintegrating two speialized software tools; our RE sys-tem and the arhitetural metris analyzer Maisa (de-veloped at the University of Helsinki). The methodwith the integrated power of the tool-set and initial re-sults illustrated with small experiments are presentedin [4℄.3
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III. DYNAMIC SLICINGProgram sliing is a powerful means the for debug-ging, maintenane, reverse engineering and testing ofprograms. A slie onsists of all statements and pred-iates that might a�et a set of variables at a ertainprogram point. A slie may be an exeutable programor a subset of the program ode. More spei�ally,dynami sliing methods ompute those statementswhih inuene the value of a variable ourrene for aspei� program input. This means that dynami sli-ing methods take advantage of dynamially availableinformation during a program's exeution.An eÆient algorithm has been elaborated for dy-nami sliing, whose main advantage over prior meth-ods is that it an be applied to real-size C programsbeause its memory requirements are proportional tothe number of di�erent memory loations used by theprogram (rather than the number of exeuted steps,whih may be unbounded).The presented algorithm is a forward global methodfor omputing bakward dynami slies of C pro-grams. In parallel to the program exeution the al-gorithm determines the dynami slies for any pro-gram instrution. The basi algorithm �rst appearedin [8℄, while in [1℄ we provide further experimental re-sults and apply the algorithm to real C programs (thispaper earned the title of the best paper of the onfer-ene). Another publiation [2℄ deals with implemen-tation details regarding the handling of unstruturedstatements by the algorithm.IV. CONFERENCES ORGANIZEDThe seventh \Symposium on Programming Languagesand Software Tools" (SPLST) [7℄ was organized by ourSoftware Engineering group in Szeged in June 2001.http://rgai.inf.u-szeged.hu/~splstThe sienti� part of the next (sixth) \EuropeanConferene on Software Maintenane and Reengineer-ing" (CSMR) will be organized by our Software Engi-neering group in Marh 2002.http://rgai.inf.u-szeged.hu/CSMR2002REFERENCES[1℄ �Arp�ad Besz�edes, Tam�as Gergely, Zsolt Mih�alySzab�o, J�anos Csirik, and Tibor Gyim�othy. Dy-nami sliing method for maintenane of large Cprograms. In Proeedings of the Fifth EuropeanConferene on Software Maintenane and Reengi-neering (CSMR 2001), pages 105{113. IEEE Com-puter Soiety, Marh 2001. Best paper of the on-ferene.[2℄ Csaba Farag�o and Tam�as Gergely. Handling theunstrutured statements in the forward dynamislie algorithm. In Proeedings of the Seventh Sym-posium on Programming Languages and SoftwareTools (SPLST 2001), pages 71{83. University ofSzeged, June 2001.[3℄ Rudolf Feren and �Arp�ad Besz�edes. Columbusshema for C++. Submitted to the Sixth EuropeanConferene on Software Maintenane and Reengi-neering (CSMR 2002).[4℄ Rudolf Feren, Juha Gustafsson, L�aszl�o M�uller,and Jukka Paakki. Reognizing design patterns inC++ programs with the integration of Columbusand Maisa. In Proeedings of the Seventh Sym-posium on Programming Languages and Software

Tools (SPLST 2001), pages 58{70. University ofSzeged, June 2001.[5℄ Rudolf Feren, Feren Magyar, �Arp�ad Besz�edes,�Akos Kiss, and Mikko Tarkiainen. Columbus {tool for reverse engineering large objet orientedsoftware systems. In Proeedings of the SeventhSymposium on Programming Languages and Soft-ware Tools (SPLST 2001), pages 16{27. Universityof Szeged, June 2001.[6℄ Rudolf Feren, Susan Elliott Sim, Rihard C Holt,Rainer Koshke, and Tibor Gyim�othy. Towardsa standard shema for C/C++. Aepted for the8th Working Conferene on Reverse Engineering(WCRE 2001). To appear.[7℄ Tibor Gyim�othy, editor. Seventh Symposiumon Programming Languages and Software Tools(SPLST 2001). University of Szeged, June 2001.[8℄ Tibor Gyim�othy, �Arp�ad Besz�edes, and Istv�anForg�as. An eÆient relevant sliing methodfor debugging. In Proeedings of the Joint7th European Software Engineering Confereneand 7th ACM SIGSOFT International Sympo-sium on the Foundations of Software Engineering(ESEC/FSE'99), number 1687 in Leture Notesin Computer Siene, pages 303{321. Springer-Verlag, September 1999.[9℄ Feren Havasi. XML semantis extension. InProeedings of the Seventh Symposium on Pro-gramming Languages and Software Tools (SPLST2001), pages 198{211. University of Szeged, June2001.
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NONLINEAR AND GLOBAL OPTIMIZATIONTibor Csendes and Andr�as Erik CsallnerThis summary overs results ahieved during 1998-2001 in the �elds of developing nonlinear and globaloptimization proedures and in the investigation oftheir onvergene properties. The majority of thestudied algorithms are guaranteed reliability meth-ods. This feature | not to be obtained for proeduresbased only on real arithmeti operations | was madepossible by the use of interval arithmeti.The basi problem is usually given in the form ofminx2X f(x); (1)where f : IRn ! IR is an (often two times ontinuouslydi�erentiable) real funtion, and X � IRn is the setof feasible points. The set X is sometimes a simplen-dimensional interval, while in other ases it is de-termined by the onstraints gi(x) � 0 and hj(x) = 0.Global optimization deals with suh solutions of prob-lem (1) whih are not only loally optimal, but wherethe related objetive funtion has a globally minimalvalue.The above problem lass is very general, losely allmathematial problems an be reformulated as suhnonlinear optimization problems. This is the reasonwhy we annot expet to have an algorithm that isapable to solve the whole problem lass. Even forsimple quadrati problems no polynomial solution al-gorithm exists. For general nonlinear problems thesituation is even worse: suh problems are not solv-able at the osts of a �nite number of funtion evalu-ations. The aim of the researh is presently to widenthe set of solvable problems with new algorithms, andon the other hand, to improve the reliability and theeÆieny of the related methods.The nonlinear and global optimization algorithmshave a wide appliation area, let us just mention thesystem identi�ation and parameter estimation prob-lems often used in natural sienes. The ompletedproedures an be downloaded by anonymous ftp fromftp.jate.u-szeged.hufrom the diretory of/pub/math/optimizationThe lustering global optimization ode availablefrom here is downloaded 2-3 times daily, and in two in-dependent omparison studies it proved to be the mosteÆient (\Of the programs tested, the Derivative-Free Boender-Timmer-Rinnooy Kan Algorithm by Ti-bor Csendes is the lear winner." is written inhttp://www.mat.univie.a.at/�neum/glopt.html,and see also the paper of Mongeau et al.1).I. INTERVAL METHODS FOR OPTIMI-ZATIONThe largest set of results belongs to interval methodsfor global optimization. These tehniques are based on1Mongeau, M., H. Karsenty, V. Rouz�e, J.-B. Hiriart-Urruty: Comparison of publi-domain software for blak-box global optimization. Optimization Methods & Soft-ware 13(2000) 203-226

a branh-and-bound algorithm, and the lower and up-per bounds for the subproblems are alulated with ei-ther the interval arithmeti, or by more sophistiatedinlusion funtions based on it.The present investigations aim to improve the ef-�ieny of the guaranteed reliability algorithms, andin the same time enlarge the set of solvable problems.The �rst suh task was to lear the role of multise-tion, i.e. the tehnique when not two (as in bisetion),but a few more subintervals are produed in eah it-eration. The theoretial onvergene results and thenumerial testing was summarized in [8, 21℄.In [16℄ we have investigated with an extensive aposteriory analysis whih one-step-look-ahead dei-sion rule would be the best to �nd out the multisetiongrade s. The answer is that the rule must produe themaximal possible di�erene in the inlusion funtionvalues for the resulting subintervals: the upper for oneof the intervals must be as lose to the lower bound ofthe other as possible.Also the earlier mentioned multisetion tehniquewas improved by the newly found indiator, the so-alled Rejetindexpf(f�; X) = f� � F (X)F (X)� F (X)�rst published by L.G. Casado and oworkers [2℄. Itsappliation ways to obtain better eÆieny for otherparts of the B&B method were disussed in [3, 12℄.The latter paper is important, sine it is the �rst su-essful approah sine over 27 years to improve theinterval seletion step of the algorithm.Andr�as Erik Csallner investigated the storage han-dling tehniques of interval optimization methods inthe paper [5℄, and the onsequenes of Lipshitz onti-nuity for the stopping rules in [7℄. He has suessfullydefended his PhD thesis [6℄, and has obtained the PhDdegree with \Summa um laude" in the year 2000.The foundations of the interval methods and solu-tions to numerial problems were summarized in thepapers [14, 15℄ (in Hungarian).II. CIRCLES PACKING IN THE UNITSQUAREThe irles paking in the unit square problem is anold diÆult �eld of omputational geometry. It is alsohighlighted by the fat, that the ten irles ase was�rst solved in 1990, and that no proven solutions existabove 27 irles (with the exeption of n = 36). Our�rst results, improving the earlier pakings were pre-sented 2000 in M�atrah�aza, Hungary at the NonlinearOptimization Winter Shool, and will appear soon in[4, 25℄. Further results are published by P�eter G�aborSzab�o in [23, 24℄, and the Japanese versions are ov-ered together with other similar problems in [25℄. Thepaper [20℄ by Mih�aly Csaba Mark�ot disusses a veri-�ed algorithm for the same problem lass. The om-ment [26℄ orrets an earlier paper on irles paking.The improved paking for 47 irles is demonstratedon Figure 1.5
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m=0.17127055746101

r=0.07311314895180

d=0.78929383201248

n=47

c=93

f=2Figure 1. The found improved paking of 47 irles inthe unit square. Here r is the ommon radius of theirles, d is the density of the paking,  stands forthe number of onnetions between irles or betweena irle and a side, and f denotes the number of freeirles.III. OTHER OPTIMIZATION RELATEDRESEARCHJ�anos Balogh studied stohasti global optimizationtehniques applied suessfully to a hemial phasestability problem in [1℄. The same author has pub-lished a paper on a parallelized version of a randomsearh method for global optimization with oauthors[22℄. Bogl�arka T�oth and Tam�as Vink�o tested a sophis-tiated interval arithmeti based algorithm on stan-dard test problems. The results are published in [27℄.The K�ESZ Ltd. asked us to ontribute to its pro-dution ontrol system with a utting algorithm thatimproves the utting of iron rods used in buildings.The researh ended in the suggestion of a ompoundalgorithm ontaining paking heuristis and enumera-tion proedures [17, 18℄ allowing a few perentages ofsavings in a very high yearly raw material budget.The possible appliation of stohasti and intervaloptimization tehniques in hemial proess networkdesign problems were disussed in [9℄.IV. RESEARCH PROJECTSHere we summarize the researh and developmentprojets of the last years won. In most ases Ti-bor Csendes was the (Hungarian) projet head (otherases are marked). For eah projet the soure, identi-�ation number, time period, projet title, and num-ber of partiipating researhers are given.OTKA T 016413, 1995-98, "Nonlinear optimizationand deision support", 14 persons, (head of theprojet: Raps�ak Tam�as).OTKA T 017241, 1995-98, "Reliable methods inglobal optimization", 6 persons.OMFB Hungarian-German Bilateral, D-7/97, 1998-2000, "Interval arithmeti based global opti-mization", 4 persons.

FKFP 0449-99, 1999-2000, "New multisetion teh-niques in global optimization", 2 persons.OTKA F 025743, 1998-2001, "Optimization teh-niques", 2 persons (head of the projet: Andr�asErik Csallner).OTKA T 032118, 2000-2003, "EÆient interval al-gorithms in nonlinear optimization", 1 person.MTA Hungarian-Bulgarian ollaboration, BGA-20,2000-2002, "Optimization in hemial phaseequilibrium problems", 4 persons.OTKA T 034350, 2001-2004, "Developments ofglobal optimization proedures", 8 persons.OMFB Hungarian-German Bilateral, D-30/00,2001-2003, "Global optimization proedures", 7persons.M�OB-DAAD Hungarian-German, 11/01, "Appli-ation of global optimization methods in ap-proximation problems", 7 persons.K�ESZ Ltd. Szeged, "A utting problem in metalindustry", 2 persons.OMFB Hungarian-Spanish Bilateral, SP-25/01,2001-2003, "Reliable methods of global opti-mization and their parallel implementation", 11persons.V. CONFERENCES ORGANIZEDThe authors organized four onferenes in the interval1998 { 2001. The �rst two are meant as the possibly�rst onferene for many PhD students of omputersiene, it is the Conferene for PhD Students in Com-puter Siene (CS2) held in Szeged, Hungary, 18-22July 1998 and 20-23 July, 2000. There were well over60 aepted talks from many ountries, and around70 partiipants eah time. It is hoped that this on-ferene will be repeated either in Szeged again, or byone of our ollaboration partners. The Ata Cyber-netia, and in the seond time also the Periodia Poly-tehnia devoted a speial issue to the fully refereedpapers emerging from the talks. The related infor-mation together with the lists of aepted papers andoordinates of the partiipants an be found athttp://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/�ssThe SCAN-xx onferene series overs sienti�omputing, validated numeris and omputer arith-meti related �elds. The SCAN-98 was organized inBudapest, Hungary, 22-25 September, 1998. Sine themain researh interest of the authors belong to thisdisipline, it is a big honour that they were askedand aepted to have the responsibility to organizethe next meeting. It was the �rst time that this on-ferene is organized in Hungary. Over 90 papers weresubmitted from 20 ountries, among them exoti likeJordan, India or Brazil. There were about 70 talksheld and over 100 partiipants. The fully reviewedpapers arising from the talks appeared in a speial is-sues of the main journal of the �eld, Reliable Comput-ing [11℄, and in an edited volume published by KluwerAademi Publisher [10℄. More details are to be readat http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/�san986
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In the ase of the forth onferene, Tibor Csendeswas a member of the Organizing Committee of theEURO XVII onferene, the main meeting of the Eu-ropean researhers in operations researh. It was or-ganized in Budapest, Hungary, July 16-19, 2000. Thedetails an be found athttp://www.sztaki.hu/onferenes/euro17/Tibor Csendes edited the speial issue of the Cen-tral European Journal of Operations Researh devotedto the papers emerging from the talks of the Hungar-ian Operations Researh Conferene held in Veszpr�em,1999 [19℄ with Tam�as Raps�ak.VI. CONNECTIONS OF RESEARCH TOEDUCATIONThe above researh relates mostly to the Global Opti-mization, Nonlinear Optimization and to the IntervalMathematis speial ourses and is also onneted tothe Global Optimization PhD ourse. The open prob-lems of some partiular �elds an serve as researhsubjets for student researh ompetition (TDK) orfor PhD students.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe mentioned researh tasks were supported bythe following grants: MTA Bulgarian-HungarianBilateral projet BGA-20/2000, OMFB German-Hungarian Collaboration Grants D-7/97, D-30/00,OMFB Spanish-Hungarian Collaboration Grant SP-25/01, M�OB-DAAD ollaboration Grant 11/01,OTKA T 016413, T 017241, F 025743,T 032118, andT 034350; FKFP 0449/99.REFERENCES[1℄ Balogh J., Csendes T., and R.P. Stateva: Af�azis-stabilit�as elemz�ese egy �uj �elf�uggv�eny �es egyglob�alis optimaliz�al�asi m�odszer f�olhaszn�al�as�aval(In Hungarian), Magyar K�emiai Foly�oirat107(2001) 82-89[2℄ Casado, L.G., I. Gar��a, and T. Csendes: Anew multisetion tehnique in interval methodsfor global optimization. Computing 65(2000) 263-269[3℄ Casado, L.G., I. Gar��a, and T. Csendes: Aheuristi rejetion riterion in interval global op-timization. BIT 41(2001), 683-692[4℄ Casado, L.G., I. Gar��a, P.G. Szab�o, and T.Csendes: Equal irles paking in a square II.New results for up to 100 irles using theTAMSASS-PECS algorithm. In: OptimizationTheory: Reent Developments from M�atrah�aza,Kluwer, Dordreht, in print, 2001[5℄ Csallner A.E., Improving Storage Handling of In-terval Methods for Global Optimization, AtaCybernetia, Vol. 13, No. 4, pp. 413-422, 1998.[6℄ Csallner A.E.: Intervallum-feloszt�asi elj�ar�asok aglob�alis optimaliz�al�asban (In Hungarian). PhDdissertation, Szeged, 1999[7℄ Csallner A.E.: Lipshitz Continuity and the Ter-mination of Interval Methods for Global Opti-mization. Computers and Mathematis with Ap-pliation 42(2001) 1035-1042

[8℄ Csallner, A.E., T. Csendes, M.C. Mark�ot: Multi-setion in Interval Methods for Global Optimiza-tion I. Theoretial Results, J. Global Optimiza-tion 16(2000) 371-392[9℄ Csendes, T.: Optimization methods for proessnetwork synthesis | a ase study. In ChristerCarlsson and Inger Eriksson (eds.), Global multi-ple riteria optimization and information systemsquality. Abo Aademy, Turku, 1998., 113-132[10℄ Csendes, T. (ed.): Developments in ReliableComputing, Kluwer, 1999[11℄ Csendes, T. (ed.): Proeedings of the SCAN98,Speial Issue of the J. of Reliable Computing,6(3) 1999[12℄ Csendes, T.: New subinterval seletion riteriafor interval global optimization. J. Global Opti-mization 19(2001) 307-327[13℄ Csendes, T.: Interval Analysis: Subdivision Di-retions in Interval B&B Methods. Enylope-dia of Optimization, Kluwer, Dordreht, in print,2001[14℄ Csendes T.: Sz�am��t�as garant�alt pontoss�aggalI. (Computation with garantied reliability I, InHungarian), Term�eszet Vil�aga, 132-134 (2001)[15℄ Csendes T.: Sz�am��t�as garant�alt pontoss�aggal II.,(Computation with garantied reliability II, InHungarian), Term�eszet Vil�aga, 180-183 (2001)[16℄ Csendes, T., R. Klatte, and D. Ratz: A PosterioriDiretion Seletion Rules for Interval Optimiza-tion Methods, CEJOR 8(2000) 225-236[17℄ Csendes, T. and M. Mark�ot: On a utting stokproblem of the metal industry (in Hungarian),K�ESZ Ltd., Szeged, 2000.[18℄ Csendes T. and M. Mark�ot: On a utting stokproblem of the metal industry II (in Hungarian),K�ESZ Ltd., Szeged, 2000.[19℄ Csendes, T. and T. Raps�ak (eds.): Speial Issue:Proeedings of the XXIV. Hungarian OperationsResearh Conferene, CEJOR 8(2000) 1-92.[20℄ Mark�ot, M.C.: An interval method to validateoptimal solutions of the \paking irles in a unitsquare" problems. CEJOR 8(2000) 63-77[21℄ Mark�ot, M.C., T. Csendes, and A.E. Csallner:Multisetion in Interval Methods for Global Op-timization II. Numerial Results, J. Global Opti-mization 16(2000) 219-228[22℄ Ortigosa, P.M., J. Balogh and I. Gar��a: A par-allelized random searh global optimization algo-rithm, Ata Cybernetia 14(1999) 403-418.[23℄ Szab�o, P.G.: Some new strutures for the \equalirles paking in a square" problem. CEJOR8(2000) 79-91[24℄ Szab�o P.G.: Optim�alis k�orelhelyez�esek a n�egyzet-ben (In Hungarian), Polygon 10(2000) 48-64[25℄ Szab�o P.G.: Sangaku, matematikai fat�abl�akjap�an templomokban, K�oz�episkolai Matematikai�es Fizikai Lapok (In Hungarian), in press, 2001.[26℄ Szab�o P.G., T. Csendes, L.G. Casado, and I.Gar��a: Equal irles paking in a square I. prob-lem setting and bounds for optimal solutions.In: Optimization Theory: Reent Developmentsfrom M�atrah�aza, Kluwer, Dordreht, in print,20017
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[27℄ Szab�o P.G. and T. Csendes: Kieg�esz��t�es FilepL�aszl�o tanulm�any�ahoz. (In Hungarian). MagyarTudom�any, 8:(2001) 984-985[28℄ T�oth, B. and T. Vink�o: Egy hat�ekonysz�am��t�og�epes eszk�oz matematikai probl�em�akmegold�as�ara (In Hungarian), Polygon, aeptedfor publiation, 2001
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FUZZY OPERATORS AND MULTI-CRITERIA DECISIONSJ�ozsef DombiIn the last few years both the omputers and thesoftwares have hanged a lot. Nowadays there is aninformation overload. We an say that the amountof information stored in omputers doubles in everyyear. So there is a great demand for programs re-duing these huge data masses to usable and under-standable quantities, helping in disovering relationsnot only for experts, but everyday people too.Until now only arti�ial intelligene has been deal-ing with realizing human tasks for omputer. In the90s appeared the so-alled omputational intelligene,whih aimed at mathematial modeling of human op-erations between pereption and logial reasoning.They gave new algorithms and methods on the areaof multi-riteria deision making, geneti algorithmsand fuzzy sets.I. MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONFuzzy sets realize the formal desription of the humannon-exat onepts. Aording to the earlier interpre-tations the membership funtion is the modeling ofthe unertainty. But the suessful pratial applia-tions do not use unertainty. We showed that usingelementary preferene funtion (whih is the approxi-mation of the haraterization funtion) instead of themembership funtion an solve this problem.The proposed funtion basially represents the in-tensity of preferene (for example smaller, better,more favourable soft estimation). This is a logialfuntion, whih has got the following parameters: ex-petation level, deision threshold and the sharpnessof the preferene.We showed, that the membership funtions used inthe fuzzy theory an always be expressed as omposi-tion of two funtions. The �rst is the mapping of thepereption to a sale, the seond is the earlier men-tioned elementary preferene funtion. So, the subje-tive fator, whih is not the subjet of mathematialdisiplines (soiology, psyhology), an be separatedfrom the fuzzy theory, whih makes possible to builda formal and theoretially onsistent system.II. CONNECTIVE OPERATORS ANDTHE NEGATIONAnother ritial point of the fuzzy theory is the hoieof ontinuous logi operators. The number of the in-trodued \and" and \or" operators have been growingin the last few years. More and more new operatorshad been introdued beside the �rst \min" and \max"operators. General desription of these operators isgiven by the t-norms and t-onorms. T-norms is thefamily of monotonous operators ful�lling the assoia-tivity.Its main lasses are the following: stritlymonotonous operators (if there is no idempotent ele-ment inside the domain of the operator), nilpotent op-erators, min-max operators and drasti operators. Ifthe assoiativity is not assumed, the number of opera-tors is muh greater. Their full desription is given bysolutions of assoiative funtional equation and repre-sentations of ordered semigroups.

One aim of the researhers is �nding these kinds ofoperators. Another task is to �nd redutions of thementioned family of operators, to �nd those represen-tations whih are the best in the aspet of pratialappliation. Further restrition is given by the on-sisteny of the system. In ase of stritly monotonousoperators the neessary and suÆient onditions ofDeMorgan lasses are also the result of the latest re-searh. Applying this theory we an also get the rep-resentation of the negations. Until now in the lassof stritly monotonous onnetive operators and thenegation were not in any relation. The negation isnot unique. Its parameter is the neural value (the �xpoint of the negation), whih an be interpreted as adeision level.III. UNARY OPERATORSIn the fuzzy theory beside the negation there were alsoa lak of the mathematial basis of the other unaryoperators. We still use the modi�ers (hedges) de�nedby Zadeh in a heuristi way. As the applied hedgesare independent from the onjuntive and disjuntiveoperators, the transformation is always the same.The onsequene is that the fuzzy theory beamemore and more sophistiated. Unary operators ouldbe de�ned to be onsistent to the other operators. Thenegation { whih has onnetion to the other logi op-erators by the DeMorgan law { helps us de�ning unaryoperators as omposition of two negations with di�er-ent neutral values. These unary operators are uniqueup to isomorphi. Funtions of the isomorphi map-pings are the same as the generator funtions of theoperators that ome from the solutions of the assoia-tive funtional equation.Using the logi operators we have to deal with de-ision levels. Using unary operators the di�erent de-ision levels an be transformed to the "same bases",they ould be regarded as idempotent values. In thisway an operator an be derived whih is a speial aseof general mean-values when all the weights are thesame.IV. MULTI-CRITERIA DECISIONS ANDOPERATORSAt multi-riteria deisions we have to deal with theimportane of the ertain features through the evalu-ation. We showed, that the operators an be general-ized further keeping their earlier features. The weight-ing method is an operator dependent transformationand it an be linearized on the weights, whih inreasethe pratial appliability of suh multi-riteria dei-sions.The earlier studied aggregation an be onnetedwith the logial operators, beause it omes from thelimes of weighted logial operators. A nie feature ofthese operators is that we an get bak the onjun-tion, disjuntion, aggregation, min max operator, ifthe parameter of the operator is �1;�1; 0;+1;+1,so by the hange of just one parameter we an getthe whole spetrum of the operators. By the helpof aggregation another unary operator an be made,9
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whih transform the sharpness. Preferene operatoran be made from aggregation by the help of nega-tion. Deisions based on preferene and utility theoryare equivalent if we apply the preferene oming fromaggregation operator.V. FLEXIBLE (PLIANT) SYSTEMThere are several approahes to treat databases, like� lassial analysis: probability theory, statistialanalysis (too tehnial, so the everyday peopleannot use it)� new algorithms: neural networks, geneti al-gorithms (more e�etive and a bit more user-friendly, but the suess depends on the settingsof the tehnial parameters made by the user)As the lassial mathematial logi is di�erent fromthe everyday used logi, there is a need of introduinga new onept. Pliant (exible) system an handlethese onepts in a uni�ed way, and by applying itreasoning an be made.Pliant system ontains logial elements and deisionelements, like aggregation (whih is a speial summaryof data features and it is very important in deisionmaking) and preferene modeling. It an integratethe often-used fuzzy systems, neural networks and de-ision trees, i.e. this logi gives a ommon base ofparadigms developed in the last few years. It analso be applied in lustering methods and essentiallyimproves the tehnologies based on fuzzy ontrol. Abrand new lass of learning algorithms an be derivedfrom the system.We an get pliant system if we use Dombi formulainstead of general operator. This operator system isisomorphi with the general one. We an see that inpliant system the preferene operator and the inter-pretation of the membership funtion by sigmoid fun-tion is onsistent. The nilpotent operator lass an bebuilt up similar like the earlier mentioned monotonousoperator lass. We an di�er two kinds of appliations:soft omputing methods and deision support meth-ods. Applying this system we an make operations onnumbers and the result should be omposed in naturallanguage ensuring the easy understanding.VI. GENETIC ALGORITHMSGeneti algorithm is a stohasti searhing methodbased on the modeling of evolution. We have intro-dued onepts whih were present in the literature onan intuitive way. Starting from the theoretial ques-tions, introduing the onept of speies, using a newmethod of loalization of ompetition and reprodu-tion we made GAS suitable for disovering the loaloptimum of funtions. The developed program alledGAS realized the appliability of the theory.The aim of the further researhes was to hoose thesuitable diameter of speies. In spite of the earlier the-ories this value was provided by a funtion while thealgorithm was running, so the value was ontinuouslydereasing. The theoretial base of this onept anbe onsidered as an important step on this researharea.REFERENCES[1℄ Dombi, J.: Comparability measure, 22nd LinzSeminar on Fuzzy Set Theory: Valued Relations

and Capaities in Deision Theory, Linz, 2001.Febr. 6-10.[2℄ Dombi, J.: Visual Query System for Datamining,Pro. of the Int. Symposium of Hungarian Re-searhers Computational Intelligene, Budapest,2000. Nov. 2., pp.111-124[3℄ Koh, Gy., Dombi, J.: New lustering proeduresin respet of pratial realization, Conferene ofPhD students in Computer Siene, 2000. July20-23., pp.62.[4℄ Dombi, J.: Comparability measure, EUROXVII.European Conferene on Operational Researh,Budapest, 2000. July 16-19., pp.107[5℄ Dombi, J.: Inferene models, Mathematial As-pets of Non-lassial Logis and Fuzzy Inferene,Linz, 2000. June 13-17.[6℄ Dombi, J.: DeMorgan lass and negations, Pro-eeedings of EUROFUSE SIC99 The fourthmeeting of the EURO Working Group on FuzzySets and The Seond International Conferene onSoft and Intelligent Computing, Budapest 335-344., 1999.[7℄ Kosor, A., B�alint, I., Dombi, J.: How tosolve matrix-eigenvalue problems by optimiza-tion of various funtional inequalities? SCAN98, IMACS/GAMM International Symposium onSienti� Computing, Computer Arithmeti andValidated Numeris, Budapest 1998[8℄ Dombi, J.: Cognitive aspets of datamining.DataSope: a visualization tool and visual querysystem. KESDA98 Knowledge Extration fromStatistial Data 27-28 April 1998 Luxembourg
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RESEARCH IN THEORETICAL COMPUTER SCIENCEZolt�an �EsikI. ITERATION THEORIES AND THE AX-IOMATIZATIONOF THE FIXED POINTOPERATION IN COMPUTER SCIENCEThe purpose of the work arried out from 1998 to2001 was to obtain omplete, but simple, desriptionsof the properties of the �xed point or iteration oper-ation in omputation. Previous work by Bloom, �Esikand others has resulted in a omplete desription ofthe equational laws satis�ed by the iteration opera-tion. This desription takes the form of the axiomsfor Iteration Theories [6, 7℄, ertain (enrihed) Law-vere algebrai theories, whih apture important fea-tures of many lasses of strutures of interest in thetheory of omputation involving ordered and metristrutures, funtors and 2-ategories, trees and syn-hronization trees, and others. In [36℄, we have provedthat funtor theories over algebraially omplete at-egories, where iteration is de�ned by initial algebras,result in iteration theories. The importane of alge-braially omplete ategories for theoretial omputersiene is that these are exatly those ategories inwhih one an de�ne abstrat data types in a anonialway. In [10℄, we have introdued iteration 2-theoriesthat are a 2-ategorial generalization of iteration the-ories. We have desribed the struture of the free it-eration 2-theories.One of the axioms of iteration theories, the om-mutative identity, was quite omplex and diult toverify in partiular ases. In [21℄, we have replaedthis axiom by the group-identities assoiated with the�nite (simple) groups. The ompleteness of the group-identities on�rms a lassi onjeture of Conway inan extremely general setting. Re�nements and fur-ther analysis of this result were obtained in [20, 23℄.In [9℄, we have shown that iteration theories annot beaxiomatized by a �nite number of equation shemes.Moreover, in [24℄, we have desribed all iteration the-ories of boolean funtions. In the paper [5℄, we havedesribed the struture of the free Conway theories.II. APPLICATIONS OF THE EQUATION-AL LOGIC OF FIXED POINTSAs major bene�ial orollaries of the general theory of�xed points, we have obtained relatively simple setsof equational and impliational axioms for the binarysupremum operation on ontinuous funtions [25℄, theonurrent behavior of proesses with respet to sev-eral behavioral equivalenes [25, 29℄, regular tree lan-guages [17℄. For an appliation to Lindenmayerianpower series, see [33℄. For a survey, see [28℄.III. AXIOMATIZING REGU-LAR LANGUAGES AND RATIONALPOWER SERIESIn [13℄, we solved an open problem of A. Salommaby showing that the equational theory of ommuta-tive regular languages (ommutative Kleene algebra)is the same as the theory of one letter regular lan-guages. Thus, sine the theory of ommutative reg-ular languages is non�nitely based, so is the theory

of one letter regular languages. In [15℄, we provedthat the equational theory of regular languages withonatenation and Kleene star is non�nitely based.This solves a problem of Bredikhin. In [34℄, we ex-tended Kozen's axiomatization of the equational the-ory of regular languages to rational power series withoeÆients in any �nite ommutative ordered semir-ing. In [14℄, we proved that the equational theoryof Kleene algebras of binary relations with relationalinverse is not �nitely based.IV. TROPICAL SEMIRINGSIn a series of papers, we studied the equational theoryof the tropial semirings. We established several ax-iomatizability and deidability results and desribedthe struture of the free algebras in the orrespondingvarieties. See [4, 1, 2, 3℄.V. THE SHUFFLE OPERATION ANDPOMSET MODELS OF CONCURREN-CYIn a series of papers, we extended the study of theequational theory of the regular operations on lan-guages to inlude the shu�e operation whih, in theinterleaving model of onurreny, is used to modelparallel exeution of proesses. We have shown thatthe equational theory of the shu�e operation is inti-mately related to the theory of pomsets equipped withvariants of the series and parallel omposition opera-tions. See [38, 32, 30℄. In [39℄, we solved an openproblem of J.-E. Pin.VI. COMPOSITIONS OF AUTOMATAIn [22℄, we gave a simple proof of the Krohn-Rhodesdeomposition theorem for �nite automata. In [16℄,we have shown that there is a Letihevsky automatonnot omplete with respet to homomorphi represen-tation by the �2-produt. (On the other hand, it isknown that every Letihevsky automaton is ompletewith respet to homomorphi representation by the�3-produt.)VII. GENERALIZATIONS OF AUTOMA-TAIn [19℄, we de�ned the syntati theory of a regulartree language as the minimal theory that reognizesthe tree language. Using this onept, we gave anextension of Eilenberg's Variety Theorem to regulartree languages. This variety theorem establishes a bi-jetive orrespondene between lasses of regular treelanguages losed with respet to the Boolean opera-tions, inverse morphi images and quotients, and suit-ably de�ned varieties of algebrai theories. In [37℄, westudied automata on higher dimensional words andextended several basi results of the theory of au-tomata to this setting.11
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VIII. ALGEBRAS FOR ASYNCHRONOUSCIRCUITSWe have proposed a family of algebras to study thehazards of asynhronous iruits, f. [11, 12℄. Thesealgebras are ommutative De Morgan bisemigroupsand are a generalization ternary algebras. In [27℄, wegave a geometri desription of the free (ommutative)De Morgan bisemigroups and De Morgan bisemilat-ties. In [18℄, we showed that every ternary algebraan be faithfully represented by ternary algebras offuntions.IX. CONFERENCES AND EDITORIALWORKIn addition to a large number of other onferene pre-sentations, Zolt�an �Esik was invited speaker at the fol-lowing onferenes: Words, Languages and Combina-toris (Kyoto, 2000), Category Theory (Como, 2000),Developments in Language Theory (Vienna, 2001),Fixed Points in Computer Siene (Florene, 2001),Workshop on Max-Plus Algebras (Prague, 2001), Ex-pressiveness in Conurreny (Aalborg, 2001), 6th Int.Conf. Disrete Mathematis and Appliations (Ban-ska, 2001). He served on the steering ommittee of theFundamentals of Computer Siene onferenes andon the program ommittee of the onferenes Univer-sal Mahines and Computations (Metz, 1998), Foun-dations of Software Siene and Computation Stru-tures (Lisbon, 1998), Fixed Points in Computer Si-ene (Brno, 1998), Automata and Formal Languages(Vassz�eh�eny, 1999), Fixed Points in Computer Si-ene (Paris, 2000), Fixed Points in Computer Siene(Florene, 2001). Zolt�an �Esik edited the proeedingsof FICS 98 and served as an editor of the journalsTheoretial Computer Siene, Theoretial Informat-is and Appliations, Disrete Mathematis and The-oretial Computer Siene, Ata Cybernetia, AtaSi. Math. He held visiting positions in Aizu, Water-loo and Aalborg.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe above researh has been supported by variousgrants from the National Foundation of Hungary forSienti� Researh, the Ministry of Eduation of Hun-gary, the US-Hungarian Joint Fund, the Japan Soietyfor the Promotion of Siene, the Austrian-HungarianAtion Foundation, the Frenh-Hungarian BilateralFund BALATON, and the Austrian-Hungarian Re-searh and Development Program.REFERENCES[1℄ L. Aeto, Z. �Esik and A. Ing�olfsd�ottir, On thetwo-variable segment of the equational theoryof the max-sum algebra of natural numbers, in:pro. STACS 2000, Lille, LNCS 1770, Springer-Verlag, 2000, 267-278[2℄ L. Aeto, Z. �Esik and A. Ing�olfsd�ottir, Axiom-atizing tropial semirings, in: Foundations ofSoftware Siene and Computation Strutures,Genova, 2001, F. Honsell and M. Miulan edi-tors), Leture Notes in Computer Siene 2030,Springer-Verlag, April 2001, 42-56.[3℄ L. Aeto, Z. �Esik and A. Ing�olfsd�ottir, Non-�nitely Based Tropial Semirings. Proeedings ofthe WORKSHOP ON MAX-PLUS ALGEBRAS

and Their Appliations to Disrete-event Sys-tems, Theoretial Computer Siene, and Op-timization, 27-29 August, 2001, Prague, (S.Gaubert and J. J. Loiseau editors), IFAC (Inter-national Federation of Automati Control) Pub-liations, Elsevier Siene, 2001, pp. 29-34.[4℄ L. Aeto, Z. �Esik and A. Ing�olfsd�ottir, The max-sum algebra of natural numbers has no �niteequational basis, Theoretial Computer Siene,to appear.[5℄ L. Bern�atsky and Z. �Esik, Semantis of owhartprograms and the free Conway theories, The-oretial Informatis and Appliations, RAIRO,32(1998), 35-78.[6℄ S.L. Bloom and Z. �Esik, Iteration Theories: TheEquational Logi of Iterative Proesses, EATCSMonographs on Theoretial Computer Siene,Springer-Verlag, 1993.[7℄ S.L. Bloom and Z. �Esik, The equational logiof �xed points, Theoretial Computer Siene,179(1997), 1-60.[8℄ S.L. Bloom and Z. �Esik, Shu�e binoids, Theoret-ial Informatis and Appliations, 32(1998).[9℄ S.L. Bloom and Z. �Esik, There is no �nite axiom-atization of iteration theories, in: pro. LATIN2000, Punta del Este, Uruguay, LNCS 1776,Springer-Verlag, 2000, 367-376.[10℄ S.L. Bloom, Z. �Esik, A. Labella and E.G. Manes,Iteration 2-theories, Applied Categorial Stru-tures, 9(2001), 173-216.[11℄ J. Brzozowski and Z. �Esik, Hazard algebras, in:Half Century of Automata Theory, World Sien-ti�, to appear in 2001.[12℄ J. Brzozowski, Z. �Esik and Y. Iland, Algebrasfor hazard detetion, in: 31st IEEE InternationalSymposium on Multiple-Valued Logi, 22-24 May2001, Warsaw, Poland, IEEE Computer Soiety,Los Alamitos, California, 2001, 3-12.[13℄ S. Crvenkovi�, I. Dolinka and Z. �Esik, A noteon equations for ommutative regular languages,Inf. Pro. Letters, 70(1999), 265-267.[14℄ S. Crvenkovi�, I. Dolinka and Z. �Esik, The varietyof Kleene algebras with onversion is not �nitelybased, Theoretial Computer Siene, 230(2000),235-245.[15℄ S. Crvenkovi�, I. Dolinka and Z. �Esik, On equa-tions for union-free regular languages, Informa-tion and Computation, 164(2001), 152-172.[16℄ P. D�om�osi and Z. �Esik, A note on ompletenessof the �3-produt, Publ. Math., to appear.[17℄ Z. �Esik, Axiomatizing the equational theory ofregular tree languages, in: pro. STACS '98,Paris, LNCS 1373, Springer-Verlag, 1998, 455-465.[18℄ Z. �Esik, A Cayley theorem for ternary algebras,Int. J. Algebra and Computation, 8(1998), 311-316.[19℄ Z. �Esik, A variety theorem for trees and theories,Publiationes Mathematiae, 54(1999), 711-762.[20℄ Z. �Esik, Axiomatizing iteration ategories, AtaCybernetia, 14(1999), 65-82.12
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[21℄ Z. �Esik, Group axioms for iteration, Informationand Computation, 148(1999), 131-180.[22℄ Z. �Esik, A new proof of the Krohn-Rhodes de-omposition theorem, Theoretial Computer Si-ene, 234(2000), 287-300.[23℄ Z. �Esik, The power of the group identitiesfor iteration, Int. J. Algebra and Computation,10(2000), 349-373.[24℄ Z. �Esik, Iteration theories of boolean funtions,in: pro. Math. Found. of Computer Siene,Bratislava, 2000, LNCS 1893, Springer-Verlag,2000, 343-352.[25℄ Z. �Esik, Axiomatizing the least �xed point op-eration and binary supremum, in: pro. Com-puter Siene Logi, Munih, 2000, LNCS 1862,Springer-Verlag, 302-316.[26℄ Z. �Esik, Free algebras for generalized au-tomata and language theory, in: pro. AlgebraiSystems, Formal Languages and Computation,RIMS Kokyuroku 1166, Kyoto University, 2000,52-58.[27℄ Z. �Esik, Free De Morgan bisemigroups andbisemilatties. Algebra Collquium, to appear.[28℄ Z. �Esik, The equational theory of �xed pointswith appliations to generalized language theory,Developments in Language Thoery, Wien, July2001, W. Kuih. ed., 25-44.[29℄ Z. �Esik, Continuous additive algebras and in-jetive simulations of synhronization trees, J.Logi. Comput., to appear.[30℄ Z. �Esik, Axiomatizing the subsumption and sub-word preorders on �nite and in�nite partialwords, Theoretial Computer Siene, to appear.[31℄ Z. �Esik and M. Bertol, Non�nite axiomatizabilityof the equational theory of shu�e, Ata Informat-ia, 35(1998), 505-539.[32℄ Z. �Esik, M. Katsura, M. Ito, The equational the-ory of reversal, in: Algebrai Engineering, pro.of the International Workshop on Formal Lan-guages and Computer Systems, Kyoto, Marh 18- 21 1997 and the First International Confereneon Semigroups and Algebrai Engineering, Aizu,24 - 28 Marh 1997, Word Sienti�, 1999, 502-521.[33℄ Z. �Esik and W. Kuih, A Kleene theorem forLindenmayerian algebrai power series, J. of Au-tomata, Languages and Combinatoris, 5(2000),109-122.[34℄ Z. �Esik and W. Kuih, A generalization ofKozen's axiomatization of the equational theoryof the regular sets, in: Words, Semigroups, andTransdutions, World Sienti�, 2001, 99-114.[35℄ Z. �Esik and W. Kuih, Indutive �-semirings,Theoret. Comput. Si, to appear.[36℄ Z. �Esik and A. Labella, Equational propertiesof iteration in algebraially omplete ategories,Theoretial Computer Siene, 195(1998), 61-89.[37℄ Z. �Esik and Z. N�emeth, Automata on series-parallel biposets, in: Developments in LanguageThoery, Wien, July 2001, W. Kuih, ed., 218-229.

[38℄ Z. �Esik and S. Okawa, Serial and parallel op-erations on pomsets, In: pro. Foundations ofSoftware Tehnology and Theoretial ComputerSiene, Chennai, India, 1999, LNCS 1738,Springer-Verlag, 1999, 316-328.[39℄ Z. �Esik and I. Simon, Modeling literal morphismsby shue, Semigroup Forum, 56(1998), 225-227.
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ANALYSIS OF MEDICAL IMAGES AND NETWORKCOMMUNICATIONM�arta FidrihThis summary overs results ahieved during 1998- 2001 in two �elds: medial image proessing andnetwork ommuniation. These �elds are absolutelydistint, the reason to write one ommon summaryabout them is that the prinipal investigator of thetwo topis is the same person.I. ANALYSIS OF MEDICAL IMAGESI started to study medial images in sale spae duringmy PhD at INRIA in Frane. I applied this knowledgeto analyse faial laser sans while I was a researh fel-low in Leeds, and this led to a suessful ollaborationbetween the Department of Informatis at the Uni-versity of Szeged and the Centre of Medial ImagingResearh at Leeds.I.1. Sale-spae theoryAn image ontains huge amount of data, where therelevant information often remains hidden. Simi-larly, human brain gets enormous visual informationthrough the retina, and only uses a fration of it.It an be supposed that a multisale, pre-proessingand seletive mehanism works in our visual front-end.The sale-spe theory aims to apply the model of hu-man vision in image proessing, so that the analysisof images beome automati. Another approah tosale-spae theory emphasizes the role of observationsale range, well known in physis: Real objets areobserved at a range of measurement sales (ell - leaf- tree - forest) in ontrast to ideal mathematial en-tities (point, line). (A summary about sale spae isprovided in [1℄.)To study an image at multiple sales, the followingsteps are needed:� Embed the original image f(r) into a ontinuousfamily of images �(r; t) so that �(r; 0) = f(r),where t is the sale (resolution) and r is a po-sition vetor. As sale inreases, images shouldbe simpli�ed (no \spurious details" generated);the image size does not hange (no spatial sam-pling).� Analyse the image family (relations between im-age strutures) in funtion of inreasing t.� Build a model, whih an be used in pratie.The homogenious linear sale spae is the moststudied and understood example for sale spaes. It isa mathematial formulation of \we do not know any-thing, we do not have any preferenes", a presumablemodel of the �rst phase of human vision. Although,it an be axiomatized in several ways, it an only bereated by the onvolution with a Gaussian of inreas-ing variane. If a feedbak is added to the previousmodel, that is, we let di�usion depend on loal quanti-tative image harateristis (gradient, urvature), var-ious non-linear sale spaes an be reated. We notethat our vision system also uses feedbak, when wefous on an interesting detail.An image in linear sale spae is simpli�ed as saleinreases: noise and small-sale features disappear,

only the main strutures remain. Unfortunately, im-ages beome blurred, even at plaes where it is notrequested (at edges). On the other hand, this salespae has a vital role to extrat image features or-retly. We analysed features (suh as high-urvatureorner points, ridges), de�ned by di�erential invari-ants, in 2D and 3D at multiple extration sales. Inpartiular, we analysed the stability of orner pointsin this sale spae [2℄, we assessed their signi�anebased on sale-related properties and we ompared theusefulness of di�erent stability riteria for registration.It is well-known, that the position of image featuresmay hange as sale inreases. Thus features have tobe deteted at a oarse sale then followed to the origi-nal �ne sale. This is rather diÆult in pratie, sineboth spatial position and sale are disretized. I devel-oped a new method to follow features eÆiently arosssale, based on the onept of interseting iso-surfaes.To do so, I introdued a novel algorithm, whih allowsus to searh for iso-surfaes and their intersetions inany dimension. This nD algorithm is based on neworientation and (de-)omposition onsiderations, thusthe reonstruted iso-surfaes and their intersetionshave good topologial properties, whih an be easilyproved, moreover the implementation is quite straight-forward. This methodology was applied to medialimage proessing suh as automati labelling of or-gans, mathing and raniofaial reonstrution. For adesription, see [3℄.I.2. Analysis of faial growthClinial growth studies are beoming inreasingly im-portant for assessing whether the hange of shape re-lated to age is normal i.e. to see whether the shapemeasurements are within an aepted range (variane)from the average values. Our primary interest wasto study growing faes of individuals (versus ross-setional data) in order to ompare the developmentof ontrol subjets with subjets having problems withasymmetry (hemifaial mirosomia) or orthodontis.To measure faial dimensions, the optial laser san-ner is used. The linial interest was the ability to pre-dit the long-term e�et of surgial treatments whihwould help dotors to deide whether a spei� prob-lem should be over- or under-orreted so that thelong-term result would orrespond as muh as possi-ble to the desired one.I organised and oherently represented data of fa-ial laser sans taken in a 10-year period. I developedsoftware for the visualisation and subsequent analysisof data: identi�ation of anatomial landmarks andregistration of faial sans at di�erent ages. Afterthese prerequisite steps, I began to work on the sta-tistial desription of the data, visual pereption ofage and modelling shape hange during growth. Firstresults an be found in our study report [4℄, whihwas followed by speialized statistial analysis of fa-ial growth, see [5, 6℄.15
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I.3. Robust surfae mathingA neessary tool to detet hanges due only (mostly)to growth is a suitable registration algorithm. It mustoptimally math the foreheads while emphasizing thedi�erenes in the lower parts of the faes. (Dotorsagree that growth of the forehead �nishes at about 5years of age, while the rest of the fae keeps grow-ing until young adulthood.) Pratitioners often useonly manual registration tehniques based on anatom-ial landmarks and their analysis is naturally depen-dent on the auray of the alignement of faes. Thisalignement an be further improved by developing anaurate automated registration algorithm.There is a vast literature on registration of graysaledatasets. However, these algorithms ould not be ap-plied to our task, whih needed speialized methodolo-gies. Indeed, hanges between faial sans ould be ofthe order of entimetres rather than sub-millimetres:a signi�ant proportion of the surfae may be quitedi�erent due to surgial intervention or growth. Fur-ther, regions of the surfae to be mathed may bevery similar, leading to a hallenge analogous to thatof aligning two spheres.That is why we developed a tehnique based on iter-atively mathing surfaes using information about sur-fae urvature. What makes our algorithm aurateand robust is a new way to �nd orrespondene be-tween point sets: CSM. A robust Corresponding pointis alulated by determining the Sensitivity of a orre-spondene to Movement of the point being mathed.If the orrespondene is reliable, a perturbation in theposition of this point should not result in a large move-ment. A measure of reliability is also alulated. Theorrespondene alulation method is independent ofthe (iterative) registration algorithm, their ombina-tion provides very good results. We have several pa-pers desribing our method [7, 8, 9℄.II. NETWORK COMMUNICATIONResearh related to ommuniation and network teh-nologies has started only in 1999 at the Departmentsof Informatis under my diretion. Our topis fouson the hangeover of the networking protool of theInternet that should take plae soon. We have exam-ined the impat of the deployment of IPv6, suh ashow the hangeover an be solved in pratie, whatthe expeted results are, and what the possible prob-lems an be. We have a publi web page,http://nokia5.inf.u-szeged.hu/pubpage/pubhp.htmlontaining information on our projets.II.1. Comparison of IPv4 and IPv6The Internet Protool version 4 (IPv4) has been avail-able sine 1981. Although its suess is indisputable,the rapid growth of the Internet has reated a num-ber of problems for the administration and opera-tion of the global network. Several features of IPv4need improvement, suh as too short address length,ponderous routing mehanism, variable-length headeroptions and laboring on�guration of hosts. Somenew hallenges that must be handled have also ap-peared, suh as seurity, mobility and real-time sup-port. So that the Internet ould ontinue its remark-able growth, all these problems have to be solved.Clearly, pathing of IPv4 is not suÆient, a new pro-tool is needed.
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IPv4[IPv6[data]]Figure 1. Tunneling mehanisms.The new version 6 of the Internet Protool (IPv6)was spei�ed in 1995 and it has been �nalized afteryears of debate. It inludes expanded addressing a-pabilities, header format simpli�ation, improved sup-port for extensions and options, plug and play ser-vies, authentiation and privay apabilities, nativemobility support, and also real-time and quality ser-vies. Presently the transition is underway, whihwould take still some years and will possibly raise newquestions to be replied and new problems to be solved.We wrote a omprehensive doument [10℄ about thetwo network layer protools: IPv4 and IPv6. We havepointed to the limits of IPv4 and ompared the twoprotools from several aspets (base funtionality, ad-dressing & routing, neighbor disovery & autoon�g-uration, seurity, mobility, realtime support & qualityof servie). A referene table is also provided, whihlists similarities and major di�erenes between IPv4and IPv6, thus helps to understand where, why andhow IPv4 needs to be hanged. We also payed spe-ial attention to the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 andto the problems aused by the future o-existane ofthese inompatible protools (possibility of interwork,routing aspets & pratie, implementation issues).This handbook is omposed of four hapters and anappendix, and suggested to be used for teahing pur-poses.II.2. Inter-operation mehanismsTo failitate the long proess of hangeover, severalinter-working and transition mehanisms were de-signed between IPv4 and IPv, falling into two ate-gories. The �rst ase is when we want to run an IPv6network using the existing infrastruture i.e. IPv4network; see Fig 1. Depending on the mode and pre-onditions of use of IPv4 network, three main types ofsolutions are distinguished: (1) IPv6 over IPv4 tun-neling, whih an be automati or on�gured, (2) IPv6over IPv4 without expliit tunnels (6over4) (3) on-netion of IPv6 domains via IPv4 louds without ex-pliit tunnels (6to4).The seond ase is when IPv4-only and IPv6-onlyhosts want to ommuniate with eah other. Thisommuniation is very ompliated beause of thedi�erent protools (e.g. addressing shemes, proto-ol headers and fragmentation). The ommunia-tion an be done at one of three di�erent protoollevels. Header onversion (example: NAT-PT em-ploying SIIT translator) is used at the IP level; seeFig 2. Relaying of UDP and TCP sessions (example:SOCKS) an be done at the transport level, while ap-pliation proxies (suh as http, gopher, pop3, telnet,ftp proxy) mediate at the appliation level.Before bukling to the overall hange of the installedprotools, it is worth analyzing and omparing thesemehanisms { and that motivated our next study. Wetested and ompared on�gured tunneling, 6to4 andSIIT, against plain IPv4 and IPv6 sending and reeiv-16
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IPv4[data] IPv6[data]Figure 2. Protool translation using SIIT.ing. As far as we know, we are the �rst who ompar-atively analysed inter-operation mehanisms.We had two aims onerning the tests: algorithm-test shows the overhead aused by the additionalpaket proessing steps of the seleted tehniquesagainst plain IPv4 and IPv6 mehanisms; whilerouter-test indiates how fast the mahine works asan Internet router and how big its paket throughputis. It turned out that available test tools are not suit-able for our purposes, beause they do not supportIPv6 or they are not designed for tests within one sin-gle host. Thus we developed our own testbed, whihturned out to be a very exible and easy-to-use tool.We presented our measurement results with de-tailed expliation. The interested reader is referredto [11℄ and [12℄; the latter is an extended version on-taining more tests as well thorough interpretation anddisussion of the results.New ommuniation environmentThe 3G (Third Generation) Mobile Networks useSIP (Session Initiation Protool) as their all ontrolprotool and IPv6 as network layer protool for wire-less ommuniation. When IPv6 was hosen for 3Gnetworks, an urgent demand appeared in onnetingthe existing IPv4-based networks to the new (IPv6)one. Although IPv6 was designed to extend IPv4, theextension inorporates so many fundamental hanges,that IPv6 is not ompatible with IPv4: there is noway of diret ommuniation between IPv4-only andIPv6-only systems. On the other hand, programs inboth realm do have to ommuniate with eah other.Sine IP addresses may also be important informa-tion arried in appliation layer protools, (FTP, SIPand SDP), IP-level gateways only are not enough forsuessful ommuniation: gateways at di�erent lev-els (network, transport and appliation) have to bedeveloped.The goal of our following work was to reate ademonstration system established on a novel way ofonneting 3G mobile networks based on IPv6 andlegay Internet phones based on IPv4. As far as weknow, we are the �rst, who analysed and developedsuh a ommuniation system.The main idea was to onnet a mobile SIP UserAgent, based on IPv6, and another SIP User Agent,based on IPv4, via two SIP proxies (IPv6 and IPv4)and NAPT-PT (Network Address Port Translator -Protool Translator). Indeed, the real SIP ommuni-ation between the IPv4 and the IPv6 networks meansthe ommuniation between the two proxies via theNAPT-PT. When a media onnetion is reated, theIPv6 SIP proxy (Media Gateway Controller) sendsa ommand using the MEGACO (MEdia GAtewayCOntrol) protool to add a binding to the NAPT-PT(Media Gateway). This binding helps the NAPT-PTto onvert the pakets transporting the media onne-tion. When the media onnetion is terminated, theIPv6 SIP proxy sends a message to the NAPT-PT torelease the binding.
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RESEARCH RESULTS ON TREE PROCESSING DEVICESZolt�an F�ul�opI. TREE TRANSDUCERSIn [1℄ we made a omprehensive study of top-down treetransduers, attributed tree transduers, and marotree transduers. The previous results are summa-rized and disussed in a uni�ed terminology. More-over, some new results are presented mainly onern-ing the omparison of the omputation power of thedi�erent tree transduer models.It is known for a long time that maro tree trans-duers are more powerful than attributed tree trans-duers. In [5℄ we give a haraterization of the lassof tree transformations whih are omputed by (nonirular) attributed tree transduers, in terms of soalled attributed-like maro tree transduers. More-over, we prove that it is deidable whether a marotree transduer is attributed-like.In [6℄ we prove that the domains of partial at-tributed tree transduers are the tree languages re-ognized by tree walking automata in universal aep-tane mode. Moreover, we prove that the domainsof partial attributed tree transduers having monadioutput are the tree languages reognized by determin-isti tree walking automata.In [8℄ we onsider attributed tree transduers oftype simple multi-visit, multi-sweep, multi-alternatingpass, and multi-pass following the de�nition of thesame sublasses of attribute grammars. We hara-terize the tree transformation lasses indued by theonsidered four sublasses of attributed tree transdu-ers in terms of maro tree transduers. Namely, we de-�ne simple multi-visit, multi-sweep, multi-alternatingpass and multi-pass maro tree transduers and proveformally that the attributed tree transduers and themaro tree transduers of the same type indue thesame tree transformation lass. Also we give an in-lusion diagram of the tree transformation lasses in-dued by the above and some further fundamentaltypes of attributed and of maro tree transduers.In [10℄ we onsider the losure UCI(Rel) of the lassof relabeling tree transformations, under U=union,C=omposition and I=iteration. We give a hara-terization of UCI(Rel) in terms of a short expres-sion built up from Rel with omposition and itera-tion. We also give a haraterization of UCI(Rel)in terms of one-step rewrite relations of very simpleterm rewrite systems. We give a similar harateri-zation of UC(FRel+) where FRel+ is the lass on-sisting of the transitive losures of all funtional re-labeling tree transformations. Finally we show thatUCI(Rel) = UCI(FRel).In [11℄ we generalize bottom-up tree transduersand top-down tree transduers to the onept ofbottom-up tree series transduer and top-down tree se-ries transduer, respetively, by allowing formal treeseries as output rather than trees, where a formal treeseries is a mapping from output trees to some semir-ing. We assoiate two semantis with a tree seriestransduer: a mapping whih transforms trees intotree series (for short: tree to tree series transformationor t-ts transformation), and a mapping whih trans-forms tree series into tree series (for short: tree seriestransformation or ts-ts transformation).

We show that the standard ase of tree transduersis reobtained by hoosing the boolean semiring un-der the t-ts semantis. Moreover, we show that er-tain fundamental onstrutions and results onern-ing bottom-up and top-down tree transduers an begeneralized for the orresponding tree series trans-duers. Among others, we prove that polynomialbottom-up t-ts transformations an be haraterizedby the omposition of �nite state relabeling t-ts trans-formations and boolean homomorphism t-ts transfor-mations. Moreover, we prove that every determin-isti top-down t-ts transformation an be harater-ized by the omposition of a boolean homomorphismt-ts transformation and a deterministi linear top-down t-ts transformation. We prove that determin-isti top-down t-ts transformations are losed underright omposition with nondeleting and linear deter-ministi top-down t-ts transformations and are losedunder left omposition with boolean and total deter-ministi top-down t-ts transformations. Finally weshow that nondeleting linear bottom-up and nondelet-ing linear top-down tree series transduers generatethe same t-ts transformation lass.II. COOPERATING DISTRIBUTED TREEAUTOMATA AND TRANSDUCERSIn [4℄ distributed tree proessing devies, like regulartree grammars, top-down tree automata and trans-duers, and bottom-up tree automata and transdu-ers are onsidered. The onept of distribution lies inthat the set of rewriting rules are distributed among nsets, alled omponents. The omponents work on de-riving a sentential form suh that they ooperate witheah other onerning ooperation strategies. We de-velop a tehnial toolkit for studying distributed treeproessing devies. We mainly onsider the a strategywhih means that a omponent should work on a sen-tential form as far as it an. We show that in generalthe above distributed tree proessing devies with aooperation strategy are more powerful than ordinaryones with respet to generating apaity.In [2℄ we prove that the lass ETOLT , the lassof tree languages generated by ETOL tree systems,an be haraterized in the following way: ETOLTis equal to the lass of tree languages generated bydistributed regular tree grammars ooperating withtermination strategy [4℄. This result is a generaliza-tion of the orresponding one for ETOL systems anddistributed ontext-free (string) grammars ooperat-ing with terminal strategy.In [9℄ we show that the omponent hierarhy ofhain-free distributed regular tree grammars ooper-ating with terminal strategy [4℄ is in�nite with re-spet to tree language generating apaity. Moreexatly, we prove that fCDRTGa(n) � fCD-RTGa(2(n�1)2+3), where n � 1 and fCDRTGa(n)denotes the lass of tree languages generated by hain-free distributed regular tree grammars of at most nomponents ooperating with terminal strategy.19
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III. TREE TRANSDUCERS VS TERMREWRITINGIn [3℄ two restrited ways to apply a term rewritingsystem (TRS) to a tree are onsidered. When theone-pass root-started strategy is followed, rewritingstarts from the root and ontinues stepwise towardsthe leaves without ever rewriting a part of the urrenttree produed in a previous rewrite step. One-passleaf-started rewriting is de�ned similarly, but rewrit-ing begins from the leaves. In the sentential forminlusion problem one asks whether all trees whihan be obtained with a given TRS from the trees ofsome regular tree language T belong to another givenregular tree language U , and in the normal form in-lusion problem the same question is asked about thenormal forms of T . We show that for a left-linearTRS these problems an be deided for both of ourone-pass strategies. In all four ases the deision al-gorithm involves the onstrution of a suitable treereognizer.In [7℄ we onsider restrited versions of ground treetransduers: total, deterministi, and symmetri sub-lasses and all other sublasses reated by applyingany ombination of these restritions. We present theinlusion diagram of the tree transformation lassesindued by these restrited ground tree transduers.We show that the following four lasses of term re-lations are the same: (i) tree transformations induedby symmetri deterministi ground tree transduers,(ii) ongruene relations on term algebras indued byredued ground term rewriting systems, (iii) ongru-ene relations on term algebras indued by onvergentground term rewriting systems, and (iv) �nitely gen-erated ongruene relations on term algebras.As a by-produt of our results, we obtain a newground ompletion algorithm.Moreover, we show that the following three lassesof term relations on term algebras with at least onenon-nullary funtion symbol are also the same: (i) treetransformations indued by total symmetri determin-isti ground tree transduers, (ii) ongruene relationson term algebras of �nite index, (iii) �nitely gener-ated ongruene relations on term algebras of whihthe trunk is the whole set of terms.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTThe above researh has been supported by the grantFKFP 0095/1997 from the Ministry of Eduation ofHungary, and the grants OTKA T 015843 and OTKA030084 from the National Foundation of Hungary forSienti� Researh.REFERENCES[1℄ Z. F�ul�op and H. Vogler, Syntax-Direted Seman-tis { Formal Models based on Tree Transdu-ers, Monographs in Theoretial Computer Si-ene, An EATCS Series, Springer-Verlag, 1998.[2℄ Z. F�ul�op and S. Maneth, A Charaterization ofETOL Tree Languages by Cooperating RegularTree Grammars, Grammatial Models of Multi-Agent Systems (G. Paun and A. Salomaa Eds.),Gordon and Breah, 1998, 182-192.[3℄ Z. F�ul�op, E. Jurvanen, M. Steinby, and S.V�agv�olgyi, On One-Pass Term Rewriting, Pro.of MFCS 98, Leture Notes in Computer Si-ene (Szerk. L. Brim, J. Gruska, �es J. Zlatusak),
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STRUCTURE THEORY OF AUTOMATAFeren G�eseg and Bal�azs ImrehStruture theory is a traditional area of automatatheory that has been the soure of many deep resultson this �eld. Properties of the members of speiallasses of automata and nondeterministi automatarender it possible to(1) haraterize the subdiret irreduible membersof the lass onsidered,(2) help to desribe the isomorphially and homo-morphially omplete systems for spei� lasses ofautomata under di�erent ompositions,(3) desribe the languages aepted by the membersof the lasses under onsideration,(4) study some questions onneted with the di-retable automata.The results onerning the strutural investigationsof the authors are summarized below.Regarding the subdiretly irreduible automata,three speial lasses, the lasses of de�nite, reverse-de�nite and generalized de�nite automata are studiedin [3℄, where the subdiretly irreduible members ofthese lasses are haraterized. By using struturalproperties, originated from semigroup theory, a gen-eral desription of the subdiretly irreduible membersof the lass of automata is presented in [1℄.As far as the isomorphially omplete systems areonerned, in [5℄ the lass of the generalized de�niteautomata is studied and the isomorphialy ompletesystems of generalized de�nite automata with respetto the �i-produts are haraterized. From this har-aterization it follows that there is no �nite isomor-phially omplete system for this lass with respetto the �0-produt, while there is a singleton isomor-phially omplete system for the lass under onsid-eration with respet to any �i-produt with i � 1.Another spei� lass, the lass of the ommutativeasynhronous automata is studied in [14℄ where theisomorphially omplete systems of the ommutativeasynhronous automata are desribed with respetto the Glushkov-type produt. More general lasses,the lass of monoton tree automata, and the lass ofnondeterministi monotone tree automata are inves-tigated in [6℄ where the isomorphially omplete sys-tems are haraterized for these lasses with respetto the �0-produts. From these desriptions it followsthat there are singleton isomorphially omplete sys-tems for both lasses with respet to the �0-produt.In [4℄ a strutural haraterization of three lassesof tree automata is presented, namely, the lassesof nilpotent, de�nite, and monotone tree automataare homomorphially represented by means of quasi-asade-produts of unary nilpotent and unary de�-nite tree automata in the �rst two ases, and by meansof produts of simpler tree automata in the third ase.The isomorphially omplete systems for the lass ofall automata under di�erent ompositions are studiedin the papers [10℄ and [8℄. In [10℄ it is shown that theube-produt is equivalent to the Glushkov's produtof automata, and thus, the isomorphially ompletesystems ollapse for this two ompositions. In [8℄ ageneral notion of omposition is studied whih is de-�ned by a graph-lass. A suÆient ondition is pre-sented for the graph-lass whih provides that there

exists a �nite isomorphially omplete system for theomposition de�ned by this graph-lass.Di�erent speial lasses of languages are desribedin the papers [7, 9, 11, 12, 13℄. In [11, 12℄ the lassesof languages onsisting of the languages ontainingthe direting words of nondeterministi diretable au-tomata are desribed and ompared. A similar investi-gation an be found in [16℄ for ommutative diretablenondeterministi automata. A small partiular lan-guage lass, the lass of the languages aepted byommutative asynhronous automata is desribed in[13℄. Another speial lass, the lass of the languagesreognizable by monotone automata is haraterizedin [7℄. The tree languages reognized by deterministiroot-to-frontier tree automata are haraterized in [9℄.In [15℄ the diretable ommutative asynhronousautomata are studied and a tight upper bound ispresented for the maximum of the shortest diret-ing words of n-state diretable ommutative asyn-hronous automata. The notion of the diretability ofautomata is extended to nondeterministi automata in[17℄ where lower and upper bounds of the maximumof the shortest direting words of n-state diretablenondeterministi automata are investigated. This ex-tension yielded further studies (see [11, 12, 16℄).RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN THIS RESEARCH TOPIC ANDTHE EDUCATIONResults onerning the struture studies of automataan onstitute di�erent PhD ourses, furthermore,they provide numerous possibilities for further re-searh work.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTResearh skethed above was supported by the Hun-garian National Foundation for Sienti� Researh,Grant T 030143, the Ministry of Culture and Ed-uation of Hungary, Grant FKFP 0704=1997, theJapanese Ministry of Eduation, Mombusho Inter-national Sienti� Researh Program, Joint Researh10044098, the Hungarian-Finish S & T Co-operationProgramme for 1997-1999, Grant SF-10/97.REFERENCES[1℄ Bogdanovi�, S., M. �Ciri�, B. Imreh, T. Petkovi�,M. Steinby, Traps, Cores, Extensions and Sub-diret Deomposition of Unary Algebras, Funda-menta Informatia 38, (1999), 51-60.[2℄ Bogdanovi�, S., M. �Ciri�, B. Imreh, T. Petkovi�,Diretable automata and their generalizations: asurvey, Novi Sad J. Math. 29, (1999), 29-69.[3℄ �Ciri�, M., B. Imreh, M. Steinby, Subdiretly irre-duible de�nite, reverse-de�nite, and generalizedde�nite automata, Univ. Beograd, Publ. Elek-trotehn. Fak. Ser. Mat. 10 (1999), 69-79.21
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[4℄ G�eseg, F., On Some Classes of Tree Automataand Tree Languages, Annales Aademiae Sien-tiarum Fenniae Mathematia 25 (2000), 325-336.[5℄ G�eseg, F., B. Imreh, On isomorphi representa-tions of generalized de�nite automata, Ata Cy-bernetia 15 (2001), 33-44.[6℄ G�eseg, F., B. Imreh, On isomorphi representa-tion of monotone tree and non-deterministi treeautomata, to appear.[7℄ G�eseg, F., B. Imreh, On monotone automataand monotone languages, Journal of Automata,Languages, and Combinatoris, to appear.[8℄ G�eseg, F., B. Imreh, A. Pluh�ar, On existene of�nite isomorphially omplete systems, Journalof Automata, Languages, and Combinatoris 3(1998), 77-84.[9℄ G�eseg, F. and Steinby, M.: Minimal reognizersand syntati monoids of DR tree languages, toappear.[10℄ Imreh, B., On the equivalene of the ube-produt and the generalized produt of au-tomata, Theoretial Computer Siene 245(2000), 103-113.[11℄ Imreh, B., M. Ito, On some speial lasses of reg-ular languages, in: Jewels are Forever (eds.: J.Karhumaki, H. Maurer, G. Paun and G. Rozen-berg,), Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-NewYork-Tokyo, 1999, 25-34.[12℄ Imreh, B., M. Ito, Nondeterministi di-retable automata and related languages, RIMSKokyuroku 1106 (1999), 81-87.[13℄ Imreh, B., M. Ito, A. Pukler, A note on the lan-guages reognized by ommutative asynhronousautomata, RIMS Kokyuroku 1166 (2000), 95-99.[14℄ Imreh, B., M. Ito, A. Pukler, On ommutativeasynhronous nondeterministi automata, AtaCybernetia 14 (2000), 607-617.[15℄ Imreh, B., M. Ito, A. Pukler, On ommutativeasynhronous automata, in the Proeedings ofthe Third International Colloquium on Words,Languages, and Combinatoris, Kyoto, 2000, toappear.[16℄ Imreh, B., M. Ito, M. Steinby, On ommutativediretable nondeterministi automata, to appear.[17℄ Imreh, B., M. Steinby, Diretable nondetermin-isti automata, Ata Cybernetia 14 (1999), 105-115.
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DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS OF DECLARATIVE PROGRAMS ANDTHEIR APPLICATIONS IN MACHINE LEARNING PROBLEMSTibor Gyim�othy, Gy�ongyi Szil�agyi and Szilvia ZvadaAttribute Grammars (AG) are generalizations ofthe onept of Context-Free Grammars. The formal-ism of AGs has been widely used for the spei�ationand implementation of programming languages. Onthe other hand there is a lose relationship betweenAGs and another delarative approah, (Constraint)Logi Programming (LP) an emerging software teh-nology with growing number of appliations. Dataanalysis of (Constraint) Logi Programs is useful in�nding the onneted omponents of programs, playsan important role for example in debugging, testingand program maintenane.EÆient tehniques for learning attribute grammarsan help in �nding good de�nitions of AGs, whihusually require a lot of e�ort.In this short study we give a summary of resultsahieved during 1998-2001 in the �elds of programanalysis (sliing) of (Constraint) Logi Programs, andthe learning of semanti funtions of Attribute Gram-mars.I. DATA FLOW ANALYSIS OF LOGICPROGRAMSSliing is a program analysis tehnique originally de-veloped for imperative languages. It an be applied ina number of software engineering tasks, is a naturaltool for debugging, is useful in inremental testing,and an help to detet dead ode or to �nd paral-lelism in programs. Intuitively, a program slie withrespet to a spei� variable at some program pointontains all those parts of the program that may a�etthe value of the variable (bakward slie) or may bea�eted by the value of the variable (forward slie).Data ow in logi programs is not expliit, and forthis reason the onept of a slie and the sliing teh-niques of imperative languages are not diretly appli-able. Moreover, impliit data ow makes the under-standing of program behavior rather diÆult. Thusprogram analysis tools explaining data ow to the userare of great pratial importane. Papers [1, 2, 3℄ ex-tends the sope and optimality of previous algorithmidebugging tehniques of Prolog programs using sliingtehniques. They provide dynami sliing algorithmsaugmenting the data ow analysis with ontrol owdependene to help one loate the onneted ompo-nents of a program and the soure of a bug inludedin the program. A tool has been developed for debug-ging Prolog programs whih also handles the spei�programming tehniques (ut, if-then, or).II. DATA FLOW ANALYSIS OF CON-STRAINT LOGIC PROGRAMSConstraint Logi programming is a fusion of twodelarative paradigms: onstraint solving and logiprogramming. The framework extends lassial logiprogramming by removing the restrition on program-ming within the Herbrand universe alone; uni�ationis replaed by the more general notion of onstraintsatisfation. In [4, 5, 6℄ we formulate delarative no-tions of a slie suitable for CLP. (The problem of �nd-

ing minimal slies may be undeidable in general, sinesatis�ability may be undeidable.) Our slie de�ni-tion provides a basis for de�ning sliing tehniquesbased on variable sharing. The tehniques are fur-ther extended by using groundness information. Wealso present a prototype sliing tool for CLP programswritten in SICStus Prolog.III. LEARNING SEMANTIC FUNCTIONSOF ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARSIn the framework of ompilation oriented language im-plementation, Attribute Grammars (AG) are the mostwidely applied semanti formalism. Sine the de�-nition of an AG and its semanti funtions may beomplex it is very useful to have an eÆient tool forinferring semanti rules of AGs from examples. Basedon the orrespondene of Attribute Grammars andLogi Programs some of the learning tehnique de-veloped for Logi Programs (ILP) ould be applied toAGs. Introduing an AG based desription languagein ILP implies the de�nition of an Attribute GrammarLearner. In [7℄ we present a parallel method for learn-ing semanti funtions of Attribute Grammars basedon an ILP approah. The method given is adequatefor S-attributed and for L-attributed grammars. Theparallelism an help to redue the large number of userqueries posed during the interative learning proess.In [8, 9℄ a learning method alled LAG is presented,whih infers semanti funtions for simple lasses ofAGs by means of examples and bakground knowl-edge. LAG generates the training examples on itsown via the e�etive use of bakground knowledge.The LAG method makes use of the C4.5 deision treelearner during the learning proess. This method hasbeen applied to the Part-of-Speeh tagging of Hungar-ian sentenes, as well.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe above mentioned researh tasks were supportedby the following grants: OTKA T25721, FKFP1354/1997, IKTA 8/99, ESPRIT 20237 ILP, OMFB96/97 67-1352 IQDEBUG.REFERENCES[1℄ L. Harmath, Gy. Szil�agyi, T. Gyim�othy, J. Csirik:Dynami Sliing of Logi Programs. ProgramAnalysis and Veri�ation, Fenno Ugri Sympo-sium (FUSST'99), Estonia, 1999, pages 101-113.[2℄ L. Harmath, Gy. Szil�agyi, T. Gyim�othy: DebugSliing of Logi Programs. Conferene of PhDStudents on Computer Sienes, Hungary, 2000,pages 43-44.[3℄ Gy. Szil�agyi, L. Harmath, T. Gyim�othy: De-bug Sliing of Logi Programs. Ata Cybernetia,2001 (aepted for publiation).[4℄ Gy. Szil�agyi, J. Maluszynski, T. Gyim�othy: Sli-ing of Constraint Logi Programs. Link�oping23
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University Eletroni Press, 1998,http://www.ep.liu.se/ea/is/1998/002.[5℄ Gy. Szil�agyi, J. Maluszynski, T. Gyim�othy: Sli-ing of Constraint Logi Programs. In Proeedingsof the Fourth International Workshop on Auto-mated Debugging (AADEBUG 2000), M�unhen,Germany, 2000, pages 176-187.[6℄ Gy. Szil�agyi, J. Maluszynski, T. Gyim�othy:Stati and Dynami Sliing of Constraint LogiPrograms. Journal of Automated Software Engi-neering. Kluwer Aademi published, 2001 (a-epted for publiation).[7℄ Gy. Szil�agyi, A. M. Thanos: PAGELEARN:Learning Semanti Funtions of Attribute Gram-mars in Parallel. Journal of Computing and Infor-mation Tehnology (C.I.T.), Vol. 8, No. 2, June2000, pages 115-131.[8℄ Z. Alexin, Sz. Zvada, T. Gyim�othy: Applia-tion of AGLEARN on Hungarian Part-of-SpeehTagging. Proeedings of the Seond Workshopon Attribute Grammars and their Applia-tions (WAGA'99), Amsterdam, The Netherlands,1999, pages 133-152.[9℄ Sz. Zvada, T. Gyim�othy: Using Deision Treesto Infer Semanti Funtions of Attribute Gram-mars. Ata Cybernetia, 2001 (aepted for pub-liation).
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GENETIC AND EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMSM�ark JelasityMost of the researh done in the interval 1999-2001is inluded in my Ph.D. thesis. [5℄. Researh on-duted in arti�ial speeh reognition [9, 8℄ is overedelsewhere.I. HEURISTIC GLOBAL OPTIMIZATIONThis line of researh falls under the �eld of evolution-ary omputing. [5, 6℄ desribe global optimizers thatalso explore the struture of the loal optima of anoptimization problem. The �rst version is alled gas.This algorithm is able to make use of strutural in-formation adaptively using a nihing tehnique basedon a subpopulation approah simulating the forma-tion of speies. This means that the searh spae isdivided to lusters (whih we all speies), and theseluster-struture is onstantly modi�ed aording tothe results of global searh restrited to these lus-ters. The luster struture reets the distribution ofloal optima.The bias of the algorithm an be ontrolled expli-itly, as the struture of the spae (the distane fun-tion of the spae) an be implemented arbitrarily, andthe automati parameter setting of some importantparameters is possible based on this distane fun-tion and other user-given parameters. The output ofthe algorithm ontains the strutural information aswell as the �nal solution. The seond version is alleduego.The di�erene from gas is that the optimizer thatworks inside of a speies an be any algorithm. Thisturns the approah into a general hybrid paradigmthat an be applied along with any optimizer if thestruture of the loal optima is important or if stablesolutions must be found. Another di�erene is thatthe struture of the algorithm was simpli�ed to makeparallel implementation easier. For results of the par-allel implementation please onsult [11℄.II. EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATIONTHEORY[7℄ o�ers a way of visualizing the struture of spaesand also provides a measure of problem diÆulty. Inthis ase the visualization is done based on the eval-uation funtion and the algorithm at hand so it is atool to look at the struture de�ned by the evalua-tion funtion from the viewpoint of the searh algo-rithm. In 2001 Bogl�arka T�oth and Tam�as Vink�o wonthe Ist prise at the National Competition of Students(OTDK) in this subjet area under my supervision.[4℄ o�ers an approah that makes this automatiproess possible. A framework is presented in whihbinary enodings of a problem domain an be learnedusing ideas from mahine learning. The atual learn-ing proedure an be arbitrary. Using suh an ap-proah, it may be possible in the future to solve thereverse engineering problem in a similar way evolu-tion solved it for us evolving \devies" suh as the eyeand human language. The later | besides its otherfuntions | allows us to desribe the human domain,i.e. the aspets of the world that are important forus. This makes is possible to plan our ations and to

predit future events eÆiently. In abstrat domainsa similar approah of evolving suh representationsthat allow eÆient searh, information ompressionand even ommuniation is beoming omputationallyfeasible.III. OTHER GENETIC COMPUTATION[1℄ it is suggested that the way of looking at evolu-tion in the �eld of evolutionary omputation is verysimilar to the so alled adaptational stane. It is alsoshown that | beside the similarities | there are sig-ni�ant di�erenes as well, and these are onnetedto the epistemologial risis of omputational siene.The point is that sine biologists have a natural vo-abulary for talking about features of things (wing,eye, hart, et.) in omputer siene the situation isradially di�erent. To imagine this try to talk aboutan elephant referring only to its DNA sequene; well,in evolutionary omputation people have no other in-formation. I also propose that the problem is deepand we have no grounds to think that it will ever besolved by humans. Human intelligene was evolved ina spei� environment for spei� tasks. Though theemergene of language made it possible to reah highlevels of abstration, to really desribe suh spaes andto make use of their struture the only way might beto do it automatially using arti�ial intelligene andmahine learning where onepts that are ompletelyun-natural for humans an be handled and evolved.REFERENCES[1℄ M�ark Jelasity. The adaptationist stane and evo-lutionary omputation. In Wolfgang Banzhaf, Ja-son Daida, Agoston E. Eiben, Max H. Garzon,Vasant Honavar, Mark Jakiela, and Robert E.Smith, editors, GECCO-99: Proeedings of theGeneti and Evolutionary Computation Confer-ene, pages 1859{1864, San Franiso, CA, 1999.Morgan Kaufmann.[2℄ M�ark Jelasity. Genetikus algoritmusok. In Iv�anFut�o, editor, Mesters�eges Intelligenia, pages549{568. Aula Kiad�o, 1999.[3℄ M�ark Jelasity. Instane-based manifesto? Behav-ioral and Brain Sienes, 23(4):482{483, August2000. Commentary.[4℄ M�ark Jelasity. Towards automati domainknowledge extration for evolutionary heuristis.In Mar Shoenauer, Kalyanmoy Deb, G�unterRudolph, Xin Yao, Evelyne Lutton, Juan JulianMerelo, and Hans-Paul Shwefel, editors, ParallelProblem Solving from Nature - PPSN VI, volume1917 of Leture Notes in Computational Siene,pages 755{764. Springer-Verlag, 2000.[5℄ M�ark Jelasity. The shape of evolutionary searh:disovering and representing searh spae stru-ture. PhD thesis, Leiden University, January2001. IPA Dissertation Series 2001-01.[6℄ M�ark Jelasity, Pilar Mart��nez Ortigosa, and In-maulada Gar��a. UEGO, an abstrat luster-25
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ing tehnique for multimodal global optimization.Journal of Heuristis, 7(3):215{233, May 2001.[7℄ M�ark Jelasity, Bogl�arka T�oth, and Tam�as Vink�o.Charaterizations of trajetory struture of �t-ness landsapes based on pairwise transitionprobabilities of solutions. In Proeedings ofthe 1999 Congress on Evolutionary Computa-tion (CEC99), pages 623{630. IEEE, IEEE Press,1999.[8℄ Andr�as Kosor, Andr�as Kuba, Jr, L�aszl�oT�oth, M�ark Jelasity, L�aszl�o Felf�oldi, TiborGyim�othy, and J�anos Csirik. A segment-based statistial speeh reognition system forisolated/ontinuous number reognition. InJaan Penjam, editor, Software Tehnology(FUSST'99) Proeedings, pages 201{211, Tallinn,Estonia, 1999.[9℄ Andr�as Kosor, L�aszl�o T�oth, Andr�as Kuba, Jr,Korn�el Kov�as, M�ark Jelasity, Tibor Gyim�othy,and J�anos Csirik. A omparative study of severalfeature transformation and learning methods forphoneme lassi�ation. International Journal ofSpeeh Tehnology, 3(3/4):263{276, 2000.[10℄ Pilar Mart��nez Ortigosa, Inmaulada Gar��a, andM�ark Jelasity. Evaluating UEGO, an evolution-ary global optimization algorithm. In Inter-national Workshop on Global Optimization 99,pages 97{100, Firenze, Italy, 1999.[11℄ Pilar Mart��nez Ortigosa, Inmaulada Gar��a,and M�ark Jelasity. Reliability and performaneof UEGO, a lustering-based global optimizer.Journal of Global Optimization, 19(3):265{289,Marh 2001.
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AUTOMATIC MAP INTERPRETATIONEndre KatonaTo reate a spatial database for some GIS (Geo-graphi Information System) appliation, it is a bighallenge to reognize all the simple and omplex mapobjets automatially on sanned maps. This researh�eld is termed as map interpretation. Related topisare OCR (Optial Charater Reognition), form anal-ysis and engineering drawing interpretation.I. APPROACHESPublished map interpretation systems an be lassi-�ed into three ategories:- Raster-based systems perform all reognition onsanned raster data.- Vetor-based solutions start with a raw vetor-ization, and all the reognition steps are per-formed on vetor data.- Hybrid solutions usually perform segmentationto separate text from graphis, and text is re-ognized with some raster-based OCR tehniquewhile graphis is analyzed after vetorization.In our work we prefer the vetor-based approahdisussed below.II. INTERPRETATION OF CADASTRALMAPSA new data model - alled DG (Drawing Graph) - hasbeen developed [5℄ to support vetor-based reogni-tions. A preliminary version of DG has been used ina signature veri�ation system, an advaned versionis applied for interpretation of Hungarian adastralmaps [1℄. Our model involves four objet types:- NODE is a point with oordinates (x, y),- EDGE is a straight line segment between twonodes,- TEXT is an insription on the map,- PAT is an arbitrary set of other objets.We show that these four types are suÆient to de-sribe all omplex strutures required in map inter-pretation. The DG model an be disussed bothon logial (abstrat) level and on physial (mahinedata struture) level. Considering the latter one, itan be shown that initial topology generation takesO (N � log(N)) time for N vetors, and all update op-erations take onstant time [3℄. As a onlusion, DGis a simple, universal and eÆient model and in thissense it is prior to other data strutures applied inmap interpretation.The DG model has been implemented in the in-terpretation system MAPINT. Although the systemis basially universal, it has speial support for Hun-garian adastral maps [1℄. Proessing starts with anaÆne oordinate transform followed by raw vetoriza-tion, the result of whih is onverted into DG format.At this stage of proessing DG ontains only NODEand EDGE objets, while TEXT and PAT objets aregenerated during reognition. The �nal result an beexported in DXF format. Interpreted map objets areas follows (Fig. 1):

a,

b,

,

Figure 1. Automati interpretation of Hungarianadastral maps: a, sanned raster image, b, raw ve-torization, , result of automati reognition.- dashed lines,- insriptions (house numbers and parel num-bers),- onnetion signs (a speial notation of Hungar-ian maps expressing the relationship between abuilding and a parel),- null-irles (denoting geodetial identi�edpoints),- building and parel polygons.Charater reognition is performed by a feed-forward bak-propagation neural network ensuring27
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learning abilities for the system. We show that pra-tially all reognition operations an be performed inlinear time when grid indexing is used for the DG [3℄.MAPINT has been applied in the Phare HU905.0203 Land Consolidation Projet to support thereation of a Hungarian adastral map database. Inthis projet MAPINT has served for reognizing par-el numbers and onneting them with parel reordsstored in an Orale database [2℄.III. TERRAIN INTERPRETATIONThin plate spline interpolation is a widely used ap-proah to generate a digital elevation model (DEM)from ontour lines and elevation dots. In pratie,ontour maps are sanned and vetorized, and afterresampling in the target grid resolution, interpolationis performed. In [3℄ we reveal the restrited au-ray of this proess, and propose a high resolutionproessing method (without vetorization) ensuringmaximum utilization of information involved in souredata.There are several ways to reate a DEM from asanned ontour map. We prefer the thin plate splineinterpolation with multigrid relaxation to speeduponvergene. This method works well for sattereddata points, but it gives inorret result when ap-plied for ontour maps in sanning resolution. Tooverome the problem, a ontour thinning redutionmethod [4, 6℄ has been developed and applied in themultigrid proess. This method gives orret resulteven if ontour lines and elevation dots are proessedat the same time (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Result of multigrid relaxation with ontourthinning redution.An earlier version of our tehnology has been ap-plied in a Hungarian projet produing the �rst DEMovering the whole ountry with 10 x 10 meter resolu-tion. To overome the problem of omputation time ofhigh resolution proessing, a speial parallel proessorhas been applied to speed up onvolution. Note thatthe power of urrent omputers is enough to apply ourmethod without any additional hardware.REFERENCES[1℄ E. Katona, Gy. Hudra: An Interpretation Sys-tem for Cadastral Maps. Proeedings of 10th In-ternat. Conf. on Image Analysis and Proessing,IEEE Computer Soiety, pp. 792-797, 1999.

[2℄ E. Katona, Gy. Hudra: Aquisiton of adas-tral data by automati map reognition.T�erinformatika, 1999/8, pp. 12-13, 1999. (inHungarian)[3℄ E. Katona: Automati map interpretation. Ph.D.Thesis, Department of Physial Geography, Uni-versity of Szeged, 2001 (in Hungarian).[4℄ E. Katona: Digital terrain modelling. Aeptedto the journal Polygon, 2001 (in Hungarian).[5℄ E. Katona: A data model for vetor-based mapinterpretation. Submitted to Internat. Journal onDoument Analysis and Reognition, Springer,2001.[6℄ E. Katona: Raster-based generation of digital el-evation models using multigrid relaxation. Sub-mitted to Internat. Journal of Geographial In-formation Siene (Taylor and Franis, London),2001.
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CURRENT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT IN SPEECHRECOGNITIONAndr�as Kosor, L�aszl�o T�oth, and J�anos CsirikI. MOTIVATIONWhen hoosing the diretions of our speeh reogni-tion researh, we deided to fous on Hungarian withthe hopes that we an address some speial issues on-erning the proessing of our national language, andalso that we an make use of our previous experienewith NLP for Hungarian. Furthermore, we were look-ing for a exible framework that allows experimenta-tion with di�erent preproessing tehniques, feature-spae transformation methods and mahine learningalgorithms. These expetations led us to the stohas-ti segmental approah whih, in a ertain sense, anbe viewed as an extension of hidden Markov mod-elling.II. THE "OASIS" RECOGNITION SYS-TEMOur reognition system follows the stohasti segmen-tal approah mentioned above and was named "OA-SIS" [7, 8, 10℄ (from Our Aoustis-based Speaker-Independent Speeh reognizer). The system was de-signed to be as modular as possible, so we an easilyondut experiments with ombining di�erent teh-niques for the several subtasks of reognition. The�rst module is the usual frame-based preproessingphase. After this an additional step, the modellingof phoneti segments was inserted. This allows theombination of di�erent preproessing tehniques andalso inorporation of phoneti knowledge. The out-put of this module are the so-alled segmental fea-tures, whih are used by phoneme lassi�ers for thelassi�ation of the segment. For this task, again, sev-eral learning algorithms an be applied. Finally, thesegmental lassi�ation sores are ombined by themathing engine, whih performs an utterane-levelsearh in the graph of the possible segmentations. Itsgoal is to �nd the best mathing transription fromthose provided by the language model. The systemmakes it possible to experiment with many searhtehniques and strategies.III. DISCRIMINATIVE PHONEME CLAS-SIFICATIONThe main advantage of the segmental approah fromour point of view is that one an apply many tradi-tional pattern reognition algorithms for the phonemelassi�ation task. In a omparative study we foundthat disriminative lassi�ers like Arti�ial NeuralNets or Support Vetor Mahines an signi�antlyoutperform the usual HMM tehnique [9℄.IV. NON-LINEAR FEATURE SPACETRANSFORMATIONSThese lassi�ers an be made even more eÆient withthe aid of feature-spae transformations. One of ourmain researh interest urrently is the appliation ofnon-linear transformations for phoneme lassi�ation.We wrote several studies investigating the eÆieny

of suh transformations as Kernel-LDA, Kernel-PCAand Kernel-ICA [11, 12, 13, 14℄.V. RUNNING PROJECTSA very important issue in statistial speeh reogni-tion is the training database. Without a proper orpusthe reognition system annot be trained reliably. Un-fortunately, there are no suh orpora for Hungarianwhih would be large enough to train large voabularyontinuous speeh reognizers. In the framework ofthe national grants "IKTA" we are urrently workingon suh a large telephone-based speeh orpus in o-operation with the Tehnial University of Budapest.We have already made a small orpus ontaining nat-ural numbers, and our reognizer is trained and testedon this database. This orpus will be made availableto any researh institute in Hungary with the �nan-ial aid of governmental funds, within the frameworkof grant SZT-IS-10. This projet also ontains thereation of free soure-ode algorithms that aim to en-ourage speeh reognition researh and developmentin Hungary.Besides, we have applied for grants in the �eld ofspeeh impediment therapy (see below).VI. SPEECH IMPEDIMENT THERAPYA very interesting appliation of automati speehreognition is the speeh therapy of the hearing im-paired, as this poses the most serious hallenge forphoneme reognition. We study the appliability ofour phoneme lassi�ation methods to this �eld [13℄.Our ooperative partner in this projet is the "Ele-mentary Shool of Deaf Children".VII. SOFTWAREAs regards to softwares, the most important result ofour development is the "OASIS" modular system. Itwas developed in MS Visual C++ and lately was on-verted into a library. In this modular environmentone an very easily ondut experiments with severalfeature extration, phoneme lassi�ation and wordreognition tehniques. The number of funtions on-tained in the library is dynamially extending as newerand newer routines are being added.For the manual segmentation and labeling of ourorpora we developed a software tool that we named"Segmentation Assistant". Besides the graphial en-vironment, this software also lends segmentation algo-rithms to speed up manual segmentation. We intendto develop this program further by inorporating ourreognizer into it, whih is hoped to suggest even bet-ter segmentations.Furthermore, we reently developed a software toolalled "Learning Assistant", whih gives a graphialinterfae to study the result of ombining various fea-ture spae transformation and learning methods. Thesoftware already inludes several linear and non-lineartransformation algorithms and learning tehniques,and is ontinuously being extended.29
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VIII. HUMAN RESOURCESCurrently we have 3 researhers, 3 Phd students and2 programmers who work on the speeh projet. Weenlist their names and expertise below. Besides themthere are about 6-7 graduate students who take partin the software development.Prof. J�anos Csirik, head of the group: projet man-agement, pattern mathing algorithmsDr. Tibor Gyim�othy, deputy head: projet man-agement, mahine learning algorithmsAndr�as Kosor, researh assistant: feature transfor-mations, pattern lassi�ationL�aszl T�oth, researh assistant: signal proessing,feature extrationKorn�el Kov�as, PhD student: feature transforma-tions, mahine learningG�abor Gosztolya, researh assistant: mahine learn-ingL�aszl�o Felf�oldi, PhD student: development of themodular environment of "OASIS"D�enes Pazolay, PhD student: mahine learning inspeeh impediment therapyAndr�as B��r�o, programmer: development of the"Segmentation Assistant"REFERENCES[1℄ Alexin, Z., Csirik, J., Gyim�othy, T., Jelasity,M., T�oth, L.: Learning Phoneti Rules ina Speeh Reognition System, Proeedings ofILP'97, Seventh International Workshop on In-dutive Logi Programming, 1997, Prag, CzehRepubli, LNAI Vol 1297, pp. 37-44, SpringerVerlag, 1997.[2℄ T�oth, L.: Speeh Reognition Based On PhonetiFeatures, Proeedings of the High Speed Net-working International Workshop (Speeh Pro-essing Setion), Balatonf�ured, Hungary, pp. 37-40, 1997.[3℄ Kosor, A., T�oth, L., B�alint I.,: On the OptimalParameters of a Sinusoidal Representation of Sig-nals, Conferene of PhD students on ComputerSienes, Volume of Extended Abstrats, 12-18thJuly, Szeged, Hungary, pp. 61-63, 1998.[4℄ T�oth, L.: Computer, Can You Hear Me?; �UjAlaplap magazin, Vol. XVI. No. 6., p. 5-7. , June,1998. (in Hungarian)[5℄ T�oth, L.: Automati Speeh Reognition, (ahapter in the book "Arti�ial Intelligene",edited by: Fut�o Iv�an), Aula, pp. 815-872, 1999.(in Hungarian)[6℄ Kosor, A., T�oth, L., B�alint I.: On the OptimalParameters of a Sinusoidal Representation of Sig-nals, Ata Cybernetia 14, pp. 315-330, 1999.[7℄ Kosor, A., Kuba A. Jr., T�oth L., JelasityM., Felf�oldi L., Gyim�othy T., Csirik J.,: ASegment-Based Statistial Speeh ReognitionSystem for Isolated/Continuous Number Reog-nition, Proeedings of the FUSST'99, Aug. 19-21,Sagadi,Estonia, pp. 201-211, 1999.[8℄ Kosor, A., Kuba A. Jr., T�oth L.: An Overviewof the OASIS speeh reognition projet, Pro-eedings of the 4th International Confereneon Applied Informatis, Aug. 30-Sept. 3, Eger-Noszvaj, Hungary, pp. 94-102, 1999.

[9℄ Kosor, A., T�oth, L., Kuba, A. Jr., Kov�as, K.,Jelasity, M., Gyimothy, T., Csirik, J.: A Compar-ative Study of Several Feature Spae Transforma-tion and Learning Methods for Phoneme Classi�-ation, International Journal of Speeh Tehnol-ogy, Vol. 3, Number 3/4, pp. 263-276, 2000.[10℄ T�oth, L., Kosor, A., Kov�as, K.: A Disrim-inative Segmental Speeh Model and its Appli-ation to Hungarian Number Reognition, ThirdInternational Workshop on Text, Speeh and Di-alogue, Brno, Czeh Republi, 13-16 September,LNAI 1902, PP. 307-313, Springer-Verlag, 2000.[11℄ Kosor, A., T�oth, L., Kuba, A. Jr.: PhonemeClassi�ation Using Kernel-PCA, aepted forpubliation in Periodia Polytehnia[12℄ Kosor, A., T�oth, L., Felf�oldi, L.: Appliationof Feature Transformation and Learning Meth-ods in Phoneme Classi�ation, in: L. Monos-tori, J. V�anza and M. Ali (Eds.): Pro. 14thInt. Conf. On Industrial and Engineering Appli-ations of Arti�ial Intelligene and Expert Sys-tems, IEA/AIE 2001, LNAI 2070, pp. 502-512,Springer-Verlag, 2001.[13℄ Kosor, A., T�oth, L., Pazolay, D.: A Nonlin-earized Disriminant Analysis and its Applia-tion to Speeh Impediment Therapy, in: Pro-eedings of the 4th Int. Conf. On Text, Speehand Dialogue, LNAI 2166, pp. 249-257, Springer,2001.[14℄ Kosor, A., Csirik, J.: Fast Independent Compo-nent Analysis in Kernel Feature Spaes, aeptedfor the SOFSEM 2001 Conferene, LNCS/LNAI,2001.
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THINNING ALGORITHMS FOR 3D BINARY PICTURESK�alm�an Pal�agyi and Attila KubaThinning is an iterative objet redution tehniquethat provides an approximation to the skeleton in atopology preserving way. It means that the result ofthe thinning proess is topologially equivalent to theoriginal objet. Our attention is foused on devel-oping 3D thinning algorithm that are to be used inmedial appliations. This report desribes the skele-ton, the major skeletonization tehniques in the aseof disrete objets, the thinning methodologies, andour results.I. SKELETON AS A SHAPE FEATUREShape is a fundamental onept in omputer vision.It an be regarded as the basis for high{level imageproessing stages onentrating on sene analysis andinterpretation. There are basially two di�erent ap-proahes for desribing the shape of an objet:� using the boundary that surrounds it and� using the oupied region.Boundary{based tehniques are widely used butthere are some de�ienies whih limit their useful-ness in pratial appliations espeially in 3D. There-fore, the importane of the region{based shape fea-tures show upward tendeny. The loal objet sym-metries represented by the skeleton ertainly annotreplae boundary{based shape desriptors, but om-plement and support them.The skeleton is a region{based shape feature thathas been proposed by Blum as the result of the MedialAxis Transform. A very illustrative de�nition of theskeleton is given using the prairie{�re analogy: the ob-jet boundary is set on �re and the skeleton is formedby the loi where the �re fronts meet and quenh eahothers. The formal de�nition of the skeleton has beenstated by Calabi: the skeleton of an objet is the lo-us of the enters of all the maximal insribed hyper-spheres. The ontinuous skeleton of a solid 3D box isillustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Example of 3D skeleton. The original objetwas a solid box.II. SKELETONIZATION TECHNIQUES INDISCRETE SPACESDuring the last two deades skeletonization in thedigital image raster has been an important researh�eld. There are two major requirements to be om-plied with. The �rst one is geometrial. It means thatthe \skeleton" must be in the \middle" of the objetand invariant under geometrial transformations. The

seond one is topologial requiring that the \skeleton"must be topologially equivalent to the original objet.There are three major disrete skeletonizationmethods:� based on distane transformation,� thinning, and� based on Voronoi{diagram.The �rst method is to �nd the maximal insribedhyperspheres. It requires the following 3{step proess:1. The original binary piture is onverted intoanother one onsisting feature and nonfeatureelements. The feature elements belong to theboundary of the disrete objet.2. The distane map is generated where eah ele-ment has a value that approximates the distaneto the nearest feature element.3. The detetion of ridges (loal extremas) as theenters of maximal insribed hyperspheres.Unfortunately, the result of the distane transfor-mation depends on the seleted distane and the ridgeextration is a rather diÆult task. The distane mapbased method ful�lls the geometrial requirement if agood approximation to the Eulidean distane is ap-plied, but the topologial orretness is not guaran-teed.The thinning proess is to simulate the �re{frontpropagation: a layer by layer erosion is exeuted untilthe \skeleton" is left. The iterative proess is shownin Fig. 2. The topologial aspet is taken are by thin-ning. On the other hand the geometrial requirementis not satis�ed.

Figure 2. Phases of a thinning proess. Results ofthe layer by layer deletion steps are denoted by dif-ferent grey{levels. The darkest points belong to the\skeleton".The Voronoi diagram of a disrete set of points(alled generating points) is the partition of the givenspae into ells so that eah ell ontains exatly onegenerating point and the lous of all points whih arenearer to this generating point than to other generat-ing points. It is shown that the skeleton of an objetwhih is desribed by a set of boundary points an beapproximated by a subgraph of the Voronoi diagramof that generating points.Both requirements an be ful�lled by the skele-tonization based on Voronoi diagrams but it is re-garded as an expensive proess, espeially for largeand omplex objets.We prefer thinning, sine it:31
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� preserves topology,� makes easy implementation possible (as a se-quene of loal Boolean operations),� takes the least omputational osts, and� an be exeuted in parallel.III. THINNING METHODOLOGIESA 3D binary piture is a mapping that assigns valueof 0 or 1 to eah point with integer oordinates in the3D digital spae denoted by ZZ3. Points having thevalue of 1 are alled blak points, while 0's are alledwhite ones. Blak points form objets of the piture.White points form the bakground and the avities ofthe piture. Both the input and the output of a pi-ture operation are pitures. An operation is redutionif it an delete some blak points (i.e., hanges themto white) but white points remain the same. There isa fairly general agreement that a redution operationis not topology preserving if any objet in the inputpiture is split (into two or more ones) or ompletelydeleted, if any avity in the input piture is mergedwith the bakground or another hole, or if a avityis reated where there was none in the input piture.There is an additional onept alled hole in 3D pi-tures. A hole (that doughnuts have) is formed by 0's,but it is not a avity. Topology preservation impliesthat eliminating or reating any hole is not allowed.Thinning must be a topology{preserving redution.Existing 3D thinning algorithms an be lassi�ed fromseveral points of view. One of them is the lassi�a-tion on the produed skeletons: some of the developedalgorithms result in medial surfaes and others anprodue medial lines (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. A 3D syntheti piture ontaining a hara-ter \A" (left); its medial surfae (entre); its mediallines (right).Three types of parallel thinning methodologies havebeen proposed.The �rst type examine the 3 � 3 � 3 neighbour-hood of eah border point (i.e., blak point that has atleast one white point in its neighbourhood). The itera-tion steps are divided into a number of subiterations.Only border points having the presribed 3 � 3 � 3neighbourhood an be deleted during a subiteration.It means that eah presribed neighbourhood gives adeletion ondition. Presribed neighbourhoods an beusually assoiated to a diretion (e.g., up, down) de-pending on the position of the border points to bedeleted. These algorithms use diretional or bordersequential strategy. Eah subiteration is exeuted inparallel (i.e., all blak points satisfying the deletionondition of the atual subiteration are simultaneouslydeleted). Most of existing parallel thinning algorithmsare border sequential. Generally 6 subiterations areused.A diretional algorithm onsisting of k subiterationsfollows the following proess:

repeatfor i = 1 to k dosimultaneous deletion of the blak pointsthat satisfy the ondition assigned to thei{th diretionuntil no points are deletedWe have developed three di�erent border{sequen-tial 3D thinning algorithms. They use 3, 6, 8, and 12subiterations, respetively [1, 2, 3, 4℄. Fig. 4 presentsthe results of three urve-thinning algorithms for asyntheti objet and Fig. 5 is to show the medial sur-faes produed by our 3-subiteration algorithm.
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Figure 4. Thinning of a 3D syntheti objet of size24� 24� 24 (upper left). The medial lines produedby the 6{subiteration algorithm (upper right), the8{subiteration algorithm (bottom left), and the 12{subiteration algorithm (bottom right).The seond type of algorithms does not need subit-erations but | in order to preserve topology | itinvestigates larger (5 � 5 � 5) neighbourhood. Thisapproah an be skethed by the following program:repeatsimultaneous deletion of the blak pointsthat satisfy the global onditionuntil no points are deletedThe third approah is the sub�eld sequentialmethod. The set of points ZZ3 is divided into moredisjoint subsets whih are alternatively ativated. Ata given iteration step, only blak points of the ativesub�eld are designated to be deleted.A sub�eld based algorithm onsisting of k sub�eldsan be desribed as follows:repeatfor i = 1 to k dosimultaneous deletion of the blak pointsin the i{th sub�eld that satisfy the globalondition assigned to eah sub�elduntil no points are deletedWe have proposed a new lass of thinning methodsalled hybrid algorithms. It applies both diretionaland sub�eld strategies. A hybrid algorithm ontain-ing k1 diretional subiterations and k2 sub�elds is de-sribed by the following program:32
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Figure 5. Three 3D syntheti objet (left) and theirmedial surfae produed by our 3-subiteration algo-rithm (right).repeatremark the k1 diretional{type subiterationsfor i = 1 to k1 dosimultaneous deletion of the blak pointsthat satisfy the ondition assigned to thei{th diretionremark the k2 sub�eld{type subiterationsfor j = 1 to k2 dosimultaneous deletion of the blak pointsin the j{th sub�eld that satisfy the globalondition assigned to eah sub�elduntil no points are deletedOur 3D hybrid thinning algorithms uses k1 = 8diretional{type subiterations and k2 = 2 sub�eld{type subiterations [5℄.IV. APPLICATIONSThinning provides \skeleton{like" shape feature thatare extrated from binary image data. It is a om-mon preproessing operation in raster{to{vetor on-version or in pattern reognition. Its goal is to reduethe volume of elongated objets. Some important ap-pliations have been appeared in medial image pro-essing, too [6, 7, 8, 9℄.Fig. 6 presents the entral paths of a segmented partof an infrarenal aorta, a segmented upper respiratorytrat, and a segmented adaveri phantom. Fig. 7presents the entral paths of a segmented pulmonarytree.

Figure 6. Central paths for a segmented part of aninfrarenal aorta (top), a segmented upper respiratorytrat (middle), and a segmented adaveri phantom(bottom) produed by our urve-thinning algorithm.In order to get longer entral paths, the endpointswere automatially identi�ed before the thinning andthose points were regarded as "anhors\ during thethinning proess (i.e., their deletion were prohibited).In that way, the topologially orret thinning algo-rithm was urged to onnet them.REFERENCES[1℄ K. Pal�agyi, A 3-subiteration 3D thinning al-gorithm for extrating medial surfaes, PatternReognition Letters, to appear[2℄ K. Pal�agyi, A. Kuba, A 3D 6{subiteration thin-ning algorithm for extrating medial lines, Pat-tern Reognition Letters 19, 1998, 613-627.[3℄ K. Pal�agyi, A. Kuba, A parallel 8{subiteration3D thinning algorithm, in Pro. 8th Int. Conf.on Disrete Geometry for Computer Imagery,DGCI'99, Marne-la-Vall�e, Frane, Leture Notesin Computer Siene 1568, Springer, 1999, 325-336.[4℄ K. Pal�agyi, A. Kuba, A parallel 3D 12-subiteration thinning algorithm, Graphial Mod-els and Image Proessing 61, 1999, 199-221.[5℄ K. Pal�agyi, A. Kuba, A hybrid thinning algo-rithm for 3D medial images, J. Computing andInformation Tehnology 6, 1998, 149-164.[6℄ K. Pal�agyi, E. Sorantin, Cs. Halmai, A. Kuba:,3D thinning and its appliations to medial imageproessing, TASK Quarterly 3, 1999, 397-408.[7℄ K. Pal�agyi, E. Sorantin, E. Balogh, A. Kuba, Cs.Halmai, B. Erd}ohelyi, K. Hausegger, A sequential3D thinning algorithm and its medial applia-tions, in Pro. 17th Int. Conf. Information Pro-essing in Medial Imaging, IPMI 2001, Davis,33
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Figure 7. Central path of a pulmonary phantom pro-dued by our urve-thinning algorithm.USA, Leture Notes in Computer Siene 2082,Springer, 2001, 409-415.[8℄ E. Sorantin, Cs. Halmai, B. Erd}ohelyi, L.Martonossy, K. Pal�agyi, B. Geiger, New advanesfor imaging of laryngotraheal stenosis by postproessing of spiral-CT data, in W. Hruby (ed.)Digital Revolution in Radiology, Springer, 2000,pp. 275-285.[9℄ E. Sorantin, E. Balogh, A. Vilanova i Bartroli,K. PalPal�agyi, L.G. Ny�ul, Virtual dissetion ofthe olon based on helial CT data - Can it bedone? in Pro. 2nd Int. Symposium on Imageand Signal Proessing and Analysis, ISPA 2001,Pula, Croatia, 2001, 224-229.
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MEDICAL IMAGE REGISTRATIONAttila Tan�as, K�alm�an Pal�agyi, Attila KubaImage registration is a fundamental task in digitalimage proessing used to math two independently a-quired images. These images are taken at di�erenttimes, from di�erent viewpoints or even from di�er-ent imaging devies. To register images, the geomet-rial relationship between them is to be determined.Image registration is an important area of medialimage proessing. Mathing all the geometri dataavailable for a patient provides better diagnosti a-pability, better understanding of data, and improvessurgial and therapy planning and evaluation. Thisreport desribes the registration problem, the phasesof the proess, the proposed methods, and our results.I. REGISTRATION PROBLEMThere is an inreasing number of medial appliationsthat require aurate aligning of one medial imagewith another. The geometrial transformation is tobe found that maps a reslie image data set in pre-ise spatial orrespondene with a base image data set .This proess of alignment is known as registration, al-though other words, suh as o{registration, mathingand fusion, also are used.In the ourse of many medial proedures di�er-ent types of images are aquired. Eah method isreferred to as a modality . Medial imaging tehnolo-gies are based on physial properties, inluding x{rays, magneti properties, distribution of radiophar-maeutials, ultrasound, and various others. Eahmodality has its own assets and reveals di�erent prop-erties of the human body. The ommon modalitiesproviding 3D image data are Computerised Tomogra-phy (CT), Magneti Resonane Imaging (MRI), SinglePhoton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)and Positron Emission Tomography (PET). The ex-isting imaging modalities an be divided into two at-egories: anatomial and funtional . Anatomial (ormorphologi) images (CT and MRI) o�er good visu-alization of tissues. CT is best for 3D visualization ofbone, MR for soft tissues and nerves. Funtional im-ages (SPECT and PET) have relatively poor spatialresolution but these modalities (referred to as modal-ities of nulear mediine) provide information on-erned with metabolism whih is not available withother tehniques.One may distinguish between multimodality andunimodality registration. Multimodality registrationis used to math 2D and 3D anatomial images witheah other and/or with 3D funtional images. Align-ing the omplementary information ontent of the im-ages from di�erent modalities means a great bene�tduring diagnosis and treatment planning. An emi-nent example of multimodality registration is in thetreatment of aner by radiotherapy. An MRI dataset is apable of showing the tumour while a CT sanshows the skeletal struture. The radiotherapy dosean be alulated with greater auray using theseombined images. Besides multimodality registration,important appliations exist in unimodality registra-tion. It is useful to ombine images in time{seriesor even to align images with di�erent protool set-tings (e.g., with and without ontrast injetion). It is

ommonly used to show hanges between images overa period of time. The progress of a disease an betraked or the eÆieny of the applied treatments anbe followed.II. REGISTRATION TECHNIQUESMedial image registration tehniques an be lassi-�ed from several points of view. One of them is thelassi�ation on mathing properties (nature of regis-tration basis): intrinsi (patient related) and extrin-si (arti�ial marker related). Extrinsi registrationmethods rely on arti�ially attahed objets whih aredesigned to be well detetable in all of the appliedmodalities. Extrinsi information is supplied by, forexample, stereotati frames, other head and dental�xation devies, or skin markers. Intrinsi registrationuses patient generated image ontent only. It may bebased on anatomial landmark points, objets (e.g.,skull, brain, ventriles), or geometrial image features(e.g., loal urvature extrema, orners).Three types of registration tehniques an be dis-tinguished:� manual , where the two images to be registeredare displayed (e.q., on di�erent olour planes)and the reslie image is moved manually until arelevant mathing is ahieved;� interative, where features are given by the userin both images and then the positions of thesefeatures are used to alulate the required trans-formation;� automated , where a program is to be run mak-ing the registration without any intervention.Both manual and interative tehniques requireanatomial knowledge while an automated system anbe run by an unprofessional user.Registration tehniques depend on image ontent;thus no general methodology has been proposed. Avariety of registration methodologies have been devel-oped. Registration methods an be viewed as di�erentombinations of hoies for the following four ompo-nents:� searh spaewhat kind of transform we have to onsider, i.e.,what is the lass of transformations that is a-pable of aligning the images;� feature spaewhat to math, i.e., what are the features to beused in mathing;� similarity measurehow to evaluate the math;� searh strategyhow to math, i.e., the proess for ahieving aonsistent math.The registration proess onsists of the followingfour steps:� Feature extrationFeature data sets F1 and F2 are to be extratedfrom the base image I1 and the reslie image I2,respetively;35
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� Finding a onsistent transformationTransformation T is to be determined, whereS(F1; T (F2)) is maximized or minimized in thesense of the seleted similarity measure S;� Applying the found geometrial transformationResampled image T (I2) is to be alulated;� Using registered data setsRegistered image data sets I1 and T (I2) maybe used in various ways (e.g., I1 is displayedoverlaid on top of T (I2)).III. REGISTRATION BASED ON FUZZYOBJECTSWe have developed an automated registration methodthat is used e�etively in Multiple Slerosis projetsof Medial Image Proessing Group, Department ofRadiology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.It works within the 3DVIEWNIX software system.The most important omponent of a registrationmethod is the seletion of the feature spae. Thereare two aims of feature extration. On the one hand,it removes extraneous and irrelevant information fromthe raw data sets. On the other hand, it generallyredues the amount of data to be evaluated.Our registration method is based on fuzzy objetsused as features. Approahes to objet informationextration from images should attempt to use the fatthat images are by nature fuzzy. The notion of \hang-ing togetherness" of image elements spei�ed by theirfuzzy onnetedness is to be onsidered in image seg-mentation researh. Udupa and Samarasekera havedeveloped a theory of fuzzy objets for n{dimensionaldigital spaes based on a notion of fuzzy onneted-ness of image elements. The theory and the assoiatedalgorithms are desribed in.Our approah is desribed by giving the four om-ponents:� searh spae: rigid body transformation param-eterized by 6 degrees of freedom;� feature spae: fuzzy objets (or raw imagedata);� similarity measure: orrelation;� searh strategy: multi-resolution pyramid.The major advantage of the method ompared todiret orrelation of image intensities is that it om-putes new images representing \objetness" in whihregions to be mathed are likely to have similar inten-sities, although this may not be true for the originalimages.IV. REGISTRATION BASED ON POINTLANDMARKSWe have developed a method based on interativelyidenti�ed anatomial landmark points for multimodal-ity and unimodality registration [1℄.The applied method an be desribed by the follow-ing omponents:� searh spae: 4� 4 general transformation ma-trix apable of giving arbitrary aÆne transfor-mations;� feature spae: anatomial landmark points;� similarity measure: sum of distanes;� searh strategy: least square minimising of thedistane funtion.Our method is apable of �nding the optimal globalaÆne transformation that mathes two sets of pointsin arbitrary dimensions. We have managed to give

and prove a suÆient existene ondition for a uniquetransformation [3, 4℄.We have implemented the method by developingthe SIR (Simple Image Registration) software system.It is apable of solving 2D/2D and 3D/3D registra-tion, resliing images aording to the given geomet-rial transforms and displaying of ombined images.The identi�ation of the landmark points is to be doneinteratively on a omputer sreen. It has lear advan-tages in robustness and omputation time. The dis-advantage is that the identi�ation of the landmarkpoints requires user expertise.Two additional methods are also implemented forsearhing rigid body transform and nonlinear warpingbased on thin{plate spline interpolation.The SIR software system running on IBM PC{s un-der Windows operating system is apable of display-ing 2D and 3D medial images, resizing and resalingthem, identifying landmark points, applying the foundtransformation, and image fusion (see Figs. 1{2.).It an handle various data formats inluding Mi-roSEGAMS, Analyze, and DICOM. 3D image datasets an be displayed as a sequene of transversal ,sagittal , and oronal setions to be parallel to the xy{,the yz{, and the xz{plane, respetively. SIR makes 3Drendered displaying possible, too. Nearest neighbour,linear and trilinear interpolation tehniques an be se-leted in resliing. True olour overlay and alternatepixel overlay methods an be used for image fusion.The developed system is not only apable of math-ing but it an be used for displaying and analyzingthe results of other registration methods as well.We have investigated the registration error forpoint-based registration [2℄. Numerial simulationswere performed for four kinds of registration meth-ods assuming di�erent searh spaes. We showed thatthe (target) registration error depends not only on thenumber of homologous points, and on the auray ofpoint loalization, but on the volume spanned by the�duials as well.V. REGISTRATION BASED ON MUTUALINFORMATIONOur fully automated registration method utilizes mu-tual information as similarity measure. The CT orPET image is resampled to the voxel size of the MRimage. The intensities are saled to [0,127℄ for bothimages, then a multiresolution pyramid is built fromthe 2D slies. A variant of Powell's multidimensionalminimization tehnique is used to �nd the transfor-mation. At lower resolution nearest neighbour, at the�nal level bilinear iterpolation between slies is used.Our method has been validated within the Retro-spetive Registration Evaluation Projet (National In-stitutes of Health, Projet Number 1 R01 NS33926-01, Prinipal Investigator, J.M. Fitzpatrik, Vander-bilt University, Nashville, TN). Results an be foundatwww.vuse.vanderbilt.edu/~jayw/results.htmlMore details are to be read atwww.inf.u-szeged.hu/~tanas/regist/regidx.htmlACKNOWLEDGEMENTSOur researh was supported by National Siene Foun-dation and the Hungarian Aademy of Sienes GrantINT-9121281 and by OTKA Grant T023804.36
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Figure 1. Example of 3D image fusion by SIR system.Overlaid MR transversal 2D slies before registration(top) and after registration (bottom).
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Figure 2. Example of 3D image fusion by SIR system.Overlaid MR oronal, sagittal, transversal 2D sliesand a rendered 3D view before registration (top) andafter registration (bottom).
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TREE AUTOMATA AND TERM REWRITE SYSTEMSS�andor V�agv�olgyiI. TERM REWRITE SYSTEMS EFFEC-TIVELY PRESERVING RECOGNIZABI-LITYTree automata and reognizable tree languages provedto be an eÆient tool in the theory of term rewritesystems. Let � be a ranked alphabet, let R be aterm rewrite system over �, and let L be a tree lan-guage over �. Then R��(L) is the set of desendantsof trees in L. When � is apparent from the ontext,we simply write R�(L) rather than R��(L). A termrewrite system R over � preserves �-reognizability,if for eah reognizable tree language L over �, R��(L)is reognizable. The signature sign(R) of a termrewrite system R is the ranked alphabet onsistingof all symbols appearing in the rules of R. Gilleronshowed that for a term rewrite system R it is not de-idable if R preserves sign(R)-reognizability. Ottoshowed that it is not deidable for a term rewrite sys-tem R whether R preserves reognizability. A termrewrite system R over � preserves reognizability, iffor eah ranked alphabet � with sign(R) � �, R pre-serves �-reognizability. We [3℄ showed that thereis a ranked alphabet � and there is a linear termrewrite system R over � suh that R preserves �-reognizability but does not preserve reognizability.Let R be a term rewrite system over sign(R), andlet � = f f; ℄ g [ sign(R), where f 2 �2 � sign(R)and ℄ 2 �0 � sign(R). We showed that R preserves�-reognizability if and only if R preserves reogniz-ability.Let R be a term rewrite system over a ranked al-phabet �. We say that R e�etively preserves �-reognizability if for a given tree automaton B over�, we an e�etively onstrut a tree automaton Cover � suh that L(C) = R��(L(B)). Let R be a termrewrite system over a ranked alphabet �. We say thatR e�etively preserves reognizability if for a givenranked alphabet � with sign(R) � � and a given treeautomaton B over �, we an e�etively onstrut atree automaton C over � suh that L(C) = R��(L(B)).Let R be a term rewrite system over sign(R), and let� = f f; ℄ g [ sign(R), where f 2 �2 � sign(R) and℄ 2 �0 � sign(R). We [3℄ showed that R e�etivelypreserves �-reognizability if and only if R e�etivelypreserves reognizability.In spite of the undeidability results of Gilleron andOtto, we know several term rewrite systems whih pre-serve reognizability. Brainerd showed that groundterm rewrite systems over any ranked alphabet � ef-fetively preserve �-reognizability. Gallier and Bookintrodued the notion of a monadi term rewrite sys-tem, and Salomaa showed that linear monadi termrewrite systems over any ranked alphabet � e�etivelypreserve �-reognizability. A term rewrite system ismonadi if eah left-hand side is of depth at least 1 andeah right-hand side is of depth at most 1. Coquid�e etal. de�ned the onept of a semi-monadi term rewritesystem generalizing the notion of a monadi rewritesystem and the notion of a ground term rewrite sys-tem. A term rewrite system R over � is semi-monadiif, for every rule l ! r in R, depth(l) � 1 and eitherdepth(r) = 0 or r = f(y1; : : : ; yk), where f 2 �k,

k � 1, and for eah i 2 f 1; : : : ; k g, either yi is avariable (i.e., yi 2 X) or yi is a ground term (i.e.,yi 2 T�). It is immediate that eah monadi termrewrite system is semi-monadi as well. Coquid�e etal. showed that linear semi-monadi term rewrite sys-tems over any ranked alphabet � e�etively preserve�-reognizability. We [3℄ generalized even further theonept of a semi-monadi term rewrite system in-troduing the onept of a generalized semi-monaditerm rewrite system (gsm term rewrite system forshort). A term rewrite system R is gsm if there isno rule l! r in R with l 2 X and the following holds.For any rules l1 ! r1 and l2 ! r2 in R, for any our-renes � 2 O(r1) and � 2 O(l2), and for any supertreel3 2 T�(X) of l2=� with var(l3) \ var(l1) = ;, if(i) � = � or � = �;(ii) r1=� and l3 are uni�able, and(iii) � is a most general uni�er of r1=� and l3,then(a) l2=� 2 X or(b) for eah  2 O(l3), if l2=� 2 X, then �(l3=) 2X [ T�.We [3℄ showed that a linear gsm (lgsm) term rewritesystem R over � e�etively preserves reognizabilityin the following way. Let L be a reognizable tree lan-guage over � with � � �, and let B = (�; B;RB; B0)be a tree automaton reognizing L. Similarly tothe onstrutions of Salomaa and Coquid�e et al., weonstruted a sequene of bottom-up tree automataCi = (�; C;Ri; B0), i � 0 having the same ranked al-phabet, state set, and �nal state set. The rule set R0ontains RB. Moreover, R0 ontains rules whih en-able R0 to reognize the right-hand sides of rules inR. For eah i � 0, Ri+1 ontains Ri, and for eah rulel ! r in R, Ci+1 simulates, on the right-hand side r,the omputation of Ci on the left-hand side l. There isa least integer M � 0 suh that RM = RM+1. HeneCM = CM+1. We [3℄ showed that L(CM ) = R�(L).Brainerd, Kozen, and F�ul�op and V�agv�olgyi showedthat a tree language L is reognizable if and only ifthere exists a ground term rewrite system R suh thatL is the union of �nitely many $�R-lasses. We [3℄showed that a tree language L is reognizable if andonly if there exists a term rewrite system R suh thatR[R�1 is an lgsm term rewrite system and that L isthe union of �nitely many $�R-lasses.We [3℄ showed the following deidability results.(1) Let R1; R2 be term rewrite systems. Let R1 ef-fetively preserve reognizability. Then it is deidableif !�R2�!�R1 .(2) Let R1 and R2 be term rewrite systems e�e-tively preserving reognizability. Then it is deidablewhih one of the following four mutually exludingonditions hold.(i) !�R1�!�R2 ,(ii) !�R2�!�R1 ,(iii) !�R1=!�R2 ,(iv) !�R11!�R2 ,where \1 " stands for the inomparability relation-ship.(3) For an lgsm term rewrite system R, it is de-idable whether R is left-to-right minimal. (A term39
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rewrite system R is left-to-right minimal if for eahrule l! r in R, !�R�f l!r g�!�R.)(4) Let R1 and R2 be term rewrite systems suhthat R1 [ R�11 and R2 [ R�12 are term rewrite sys-tems and e�etively preserve reognizability. Then itis deidable whih one of the following four mutuallyexluding onditions holds.(i) $�R1�$�R2 ,(ii) $�R2�$�R1 ,(iii) $�R1=$�R2 ,(iv) $�R11$�R2 .(5) Let R be a term rewrite system suh thatR [ R�1 is an lgsm term rewrite system. Then itis deidable whether R is two-way minimal. (A termrewrite system R is two-way minimal if for eah rulel! r in R, $�R�f l!r g�$�R.)(6) Let R1; R2 be term rewrite systems over aranked alphabet �. Let R1 e�etively preserve re-ognizability. Let g 2 �� �0 be suh that g does notour on the left-hand side of any rule in R1, and let℄ 2 �0 be irreduible for R1. Then it is deidable if!�R2 \(T� � T�) �!�R1 \(T� � T�).(7) Let R1 and R2 be term rewrite systems over� e�etively preserving reognizability. Moreover, letg1; g2 2 � � �0 be suh that for eah i 2 f 1; 2 g, gidoes not our on the left-hand side of any rule in Ri.Let ℄1; ℄2 2 �0 be suh that for eah i 2 f 1; 2 g, ℄i isirreduible for Ri. Then it is deidable whih one ofthe following four mutually exluding onditions hold.(i) !�R1 \(T� � T�) �!�R2 \(T� � T�),(ii) !�R2 \(T� � T�) �!�R1 \(T� � T�),(iii) !�R1 \(T� � T�) =!�R2 \(T� � T�),(iv) !�R1 \(T� � T�) 1!�R2 \(T� � T�).(8) Let R be an lgsm term rewrite system over �.Moreover, let g 2 ���0 be suh that g does not ouron the left-hand side of any rule in R, and let ℄ 2 �0be irreduible for R. Then it is deidable whether R isleft-to-right ground minimal. (A term rewrite systemR over � is left-to-right ground minimal if for eah rulel! r in R,!�R�f l!r g \(T��T�) �!�R \(T��T�).)(9) Let R1 and R2 be term rewrite systems over �suh that R1[R�11 and R2[R�12 are term rewrite sys-tems and e�etively preserve reognizability. More-over, let g1; g2 2 � � �0 be suh that for eahi 2 f 1; 2 g, gi does not our in Ri. Let ℄1; ℄2 2 �0be suh that for eah i 2 f 1; 2 g, ℄i is irreduible forRi [ R�1i . Then it is deidable whih one of the fol-lowing four mutually exluding onditions hold.(i) $�R1 \(T� � T�) �$�R2 \(T� � T�),(ii) $�R2 \(T� � T�) �$�R1 \(T� � T�),(iii) $�R1 \(T� � T�) =$�R2 \(T� � T�),(iv) $�R1 \(T� � T�) 1$�R2 \(T� � T�),where \1 " stands for the inomparability relation-ship.(10) Let R be a term rewrite system over � suhthat R [ R�1 is an lgsm term rewrite system. More-over, let g 2 � � �0 be suh that g does not ourin any rule of R, and let ℄ 2 �0 be irreduible forR [ R�1. Then it is deidable whether R is two-wayground minimal. (A term rewrite system R over � istwo-way ground minimal if for eah rule l ! r in R,$�R�f l!r g \(T� � T�) �$�R \(T� � T�).)(11) Let R be a term rewrite system over � e�e-tively preserving reognizability, and let p; q 2 T�(X).Then it is deidable if there exists a tree r 2 T�(X)suh that p!�R r and q !�R r.(12) Let R be a term rewrite system over � e�e-tively preserving reognizability. Then it is deidableif R is loally onuent.

By diret inspetion we obtained that forany deterministi top-down tree transduer A =(�;�; A; a0; R) with � \ � = ;, R is a onvergentleft-linear gsm term rewrite system over the ranked al-phabet A[�[�. Hene F�ul�op's undeidability resultson deterministi top-down tree transduers simply im-ply the following. Eah of the following questions isundeidable for any onvergent left-linear gsm termrewrite systems R1 and R2 over a ranked alphabet 
,for any reognizable tree language L � T
 given bya tree automaton over 
 reognizing L, where � isthe smallest ranked alphabet for whih R1(L) � T�.(Here R1(L) is the set of ground R1-normal forms ofL, i.e. R1(L) = R�1(L) \ IRR(R1).)(i) Is R1(L) \R2(L) empty?(ii) Is R1(L) \R2(L) in�nite?(iii) Is R1(L) \ R2(L) reognizable?(iv) Is T� �R1(L) empty?(v) Is T� �R1(L) in�nite?(vi) Is T� �R1(L) reognizable?(vii) Is R1(L) reognizable?(viii) Is R1(L) = R2(L)?(ix) Is R1(L) � R2(L)?F�ul�op and Gyenizse showed that it is undeidablefor a tree funtion indued by a deterministi homo-morphism if it is injetive. Hene the following holds.Let R be a onvergent left-linear gsm term rewritesystem over �. Let L � T� be a reognizable treelanguage. Then it is undeidable if the tree funtion!�R \(L�R(L)) is injetive.We say that a term rewrite system R is ollapse-freeif there is no rule l! r in R suh that l 2 X or r 2 X.Finally, we [3℄ showed that preserving reognizabilityand e�etively preserving reognizability are modularproperties of linear ollapse-free term rewrite systems.That is, the following results hold. Let R and S belinear ollapse-free term rewrite systems over disjointranked alphabets. Then R and S preserve reogniz-ability if and only if the disjoint unionR�S of R and Salso preserves reognizability. Moreover, R and S ef-fetively preserve reognizability if and only if the dis-joint union R�S of R and S also e�etively preservesreognizability. These results imply that preservingreognizability and e�etively preserving reognizabil-ity are modular properties of �-free string term rewritesystems.Let R be a term rewrite system over sign(R), andlet � = f f; ℄ g[sign(R), where f 2 �2�sign(R) and℄ 2 �0 � sign(R). We [3℄ showed that R e�etivelypreserves �-reognizability if and only if R e�etivelypreserves reognizability. We [4℄ improved this resultfor left-linear term rewrite systems. We showed thefollowing. Let R be a left-linear term rewrite systemover sign(R), and let � = f g; ℄ g[sign(R); where g 2�1�sign(R) and ℄ 2 �0�sign(R): Then R e�etivelypreserves �-reognizability if and only if R e�etivelypreserves reognizability. This result makes it easierto show that a given left-linear term rewrite systeme�etively preserves reognizability. Furthermore, Rpreserves �-reognizability if and only if R preservesreognizability.We [6℄ introdued and studied the half-monaditerm rewrite system, whih is an extension of theright-ground term rewrite system and is a slight exten-sion of the semi-monadi term rewrite system. Takai,Kaji, and Seki introdued the onept of the �nitepath overlapping term rewrite system, and showedthat right-linear �nite path overlapping term rewritesystems e�etively preserve reognizability. A half-40
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monadi term rewrite system is a �nite path overlap-ping term rewrite system as well. Hene right-linearhalf-monadi term rewrite systems e�etively preservereognizability. We [6℄ showed that termination andonvergene are deidable properties for right-linearhalf-monadi term rewrite systems.II. GROUND TERM REWRITE SYSTEMSIn paper [5℄, we showed that a redued ground termrewrite system over some ranked alphabet � has agood property: if we omit any rules, the omitted rulesand the remaining rules generate ongruene relationssuh that their intersetion is the identity relation onT�. In general, given two ground term rewrite systemsA and B over some ranked alphabet � with$�A�$�B,one may want to eliminate all nontrivial pairs of $�Afrom$�B . In other words, one may want to onstruta ground term rewrite system (gtrs for short) C over� suh that $�A[C=$�B and that $�A \ $�C is theidentity relation on T�. Let A and B be gtrs's oversome ranked alphabet � with$�A�$�B. We say that agtrs C over � is a ongruential omplement of A for B,if $�A[C=$�B and $�A \ $�C is the identity relationover T�. We note that A may have more than oneongruential omplement for B, whih are pairwisenonequivalent. Consider the following example. Let� = f a; b; f g, where a; b are of rank 0, and f is ofrank 1. Consider the gtrs'sA = f f(a)! a; f(b)! b g ;B = f f(a)! a; f(b)! b; a! b g ;C = f a! b g ;D = f a! f(b) g ;E = f f(a)! f3(b) gover �. Then eah one of C, D, and E is a ongru-ential omplement of A for B. Moreover, $�C 6=$�D,$�C 6=$�E , and $�D 6=$�E.Our [5℄ main result is the following. Given gtrs'sA, B, C over some ranked alphabet � with$�A�$�B,one an e�etively deide if C is a ongruential om-plement of A for B.Dauhet et al. have introdued the notion of theground tree transduer as a pair (A;B) of tree au-tomata. The importane of ground tree transduersis in that they an simulate ground term rewriting: itwas shown that for eah ground term rewriting sys-tem R over a ranked alphabet �, one an e�etivelyonstrut a ground tree transduer (A;B) over � suhthat!�R is equal to the tree transformation �(A;B) in-dued by (A;B). Dauhet et al. have used this resultto show that the onuene property of ground termrewrite systems is deidable.In paper [2℄ we onsidered restrited versions ofground tree transduers. Our motivation was thatstudying restrited versions of a lass of mahines fre-quently gives a deeper insight into the working of theunrestrited lass.As usual for a lass of tree transduers, we onsid-ered the total and the deterministi sublasses. Weall a ground tree transduer (A;B) deterministi (to-tal) if the tree automata A and B are deterministi(total). We also onsidered symmetri ground treetransduers, whih are of the form (A;A). Moreover,we onsidered the eight lasses of ground tree trans-duers obtained by ombining these three propertiesin all possible ways.

As the �rst result, we ompared the expressivepower of the eight lasses by presenting the full in-lusion diagram of the tree transformation lasses in-dued by them.Then we [2℄ showed that the following four lasses ofterm relations are the same: (i) the tree transforma-tions indued by symmetri deterministi ground treetransduers, (ii) the ongruene relations on term al-gebras indued by redued ground term rewriting sys-tems, (iii) the ongruene relations on term algebrasindued by onvergent ground term rewriting systems,and (iv) the �nitely generated ongruene relations onterm algebras.F�ul�op and V�agv�olgyi showed the following. For ev-ery ground term equation system E over a ranked al-phabet �, whih is just a �nite binary relation on T�,one an e�etively onstrut a deterministi tree au-tomaton A over � suh that $�E, i.e., the ongruenerelation indued by E on the �-term algebra, is equalto the tree transformation �(A;A) indued by the sym-metri deterministi ground tree transduer (A;A).In the proof of the inlusion (i) � (ii) we on-struted, for a given deterministi tree automaton Aover a ranked alphabet �, a redued ground termrewriting system R over � suh that the ongruenerelation$�R generated by R is equal to the tree trans-formation �(A;A).Thus, as a by-produt of our results, we obtaineda new ground ompletion algorithm. Given groundterm equation system E, we onstruted a reduedground term rewriting system equivalent to E in twosteps. In the �rst step, we omputed a symmetrideterministi ground tree transduer (A;A) suh that�(A;A) =$�E. Then we onstruted as in the proof of(i) � (ii) a redued ground term rewriting system Rsuh that �(A;A) =$�R. Hene$�E=$�R. This groundompletion parallels to Snyder's fast algorithm.It an easily be proved that a binary relation � overT� an be indued by a total symmetri deterministiground tree transduer if and only if � is a ongrueneof �nite index on the �-term algebra. In addition, we[2℄ showed that any �nitely generated ongruene re-lation � over the �-term algebra is of �nite index iftrunk(�) = T�. The onept of the trunk was intro-dued and proved to be useful in studying ongruenerelations over terms. Furthermore, we proved that fora term algebra with at least one non-nullary funtionsymbol the ongruene relations of �nite index are ex-atly the �nitely generated ongruene relations withtrunks equal to the set of all terms.In paper [1℄ we studied that version of the groundtree transduer game where the same tree automatonappears as the �rst and seond omponent of the as-soiated ground tree transduer. We gave onditionswhih imply that Beta has a winning strategy. Fur-thermore, we showed the following deidability result.Given a ground tree transduer game where the un-derlying tree automaton A annot evaluate some treeinto a state or A is deterministi, we an deide whihplayer has a winning strategy. Moreover, whateverplayer has a winning strategy, we an e�etively on-strut a partial reursive winning strategy for him.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe mentioned researh tasks were supported by thefollowing grants: MKM 223/95, FKFP 0095/1997 ofthe Hungarian Cultural and Eduational Ministry,OTKA F012852, OTKA T022994, OTKA T03008441
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